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NIXON SIGNS SWEEPING TAX BILL TODAY

'en

Work Plan
Ordered For
James Ray
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (UPI) —
James Earl Ray has won limalid concessions from Tennessee
eerrections officials, but was
denied what he wanted — freedom from his cramped uterimum security quarters.
U. S. District Court Judge
William E. Miller Monday ordered correction officials to submit by Jan. 12 a plan providing
a work program and better exercise and recreational facilities
for Ray.
But the judge refused to order the convicted assassin of
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. released into the general prison
Continued on Page Two)
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The Ledger and Times will
not be published on Thursday,
January 1, 1970. The next regular issue of the daily papar
THE PEA-PATCH IS FLOODED — The Pea-patch road,
Calloway County sines earty Sunday morning. The road is
after the holiday will appear on
tun nor* of Hazel off of Highway 641 was flooded yesterflooded for about 150 yards and the ether end is at the top
Friday, January 2.
day afternoon as a mutt of the heavy reins experienced in
left of the photo (arrow).
Most business houses in Mur(Staff Photo by Gene McCutcheon)
ray will be closed for the first
r day of the year holiday. Some
grocery stores and service sta
Ions will be open and some
eating places.
Generally the town will be
up tight" for the holi"closed
Lenning,
The search for Toy
day. All city, state, county, and
Temple Hill Lodge 276 elect- Murray pilot who was reported
The rainfall since Saturday Federal offices will be closed
ed officers for the year on missing near Crossville, Ten- until eight o'clock this morn- for the day.
connessee
last
Tuesday,
was
to
December 27, to serve for 1970.
ing has totalled 3.67 inches, ac
Charlie Lassiter was elected tinue today, weather permitting. emcees to John Ed Scott, local
Bad weather has greatly hinas Master with Cherie' Henry
CAR FIRE
weather observer.
Senior Warden, Jerry Starks dered the, search for Lenning
We like cyciattiates.
The Murray Fire Department
was
inches
totalling
1.02
Rain
Junior Warden, Cecil Taylor who was piloting a twin-engine recorded in Murray from eight was called to 7th and Main
If you got sick of all the rain, Treasurer and Roy Ross Secre- plane in the Crossville area a. m. Monday until eight a. m. Streets yesterday at one p.m.
when contact was lost.
where a car owned by the Murit might be consoling to remetn- tary.
Hemp Erwin reported to the today.
Appointed to office were Pat
!ter that it will come in handy
twenty-four ray Home and Auto Parts was
previous
the
In
on fire. CO2 was used to exin the event of a hard freeze. Smith, Senior Deacon, Pat Ledger and Times that he and
Continued on Page Two)
With the ground wet, a freeze Threatt, Junior Deacon, Leon several other Murrayans flew
tinguish the flames.
is lees apt to harm shrubs and Duncan, Tyler, Alvah Galloway, to Crossville Friday to aid in
other plants it is when the Chaplain, John Grogan, Mar- the search for Toy Lenning.
ground is dry that a hard freeze shall, Billy Net Galloway, Sen- The Murrayans used the single
ior Steward and Jene Starks, engine plane owned by Lennkes so much damage.
ing, with the permission of
Junior Steward.
The next regular meeting of Mrs Lenning. -Ilene) ingredients of a good
Erwin, a retired Air Force
marriage: consideration and at- the lodge will be on January 3
1970. All members are urgee pilot, said that Lenning had
tentiveness.
to be present and visitors are been cleared for landing and
that a Southern Airways plane
au old as we are getting to be, always welcome to attend.
was being held until he sat
Two)
Page
on
Continued
down on the landing strip.
When he failed to report in after the initial contact, the field
made an attempt to contact him
with no results.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. at — Lou- He said that a thorough
depublisans and Democrats will
By GLEN CARPENTER
isville Mayor Frank Burke Mon- search was made over the enFRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI) — probably again center on two of
day urged passage of a new tire area, including peaks in
state law requiring the state to the area. Erwin reported few To paraphrase the title of Eric the main issues which have conRemarque's book about World fronted past General Assemreturn one-half cent of each tax flat areas in the region.
He estimated that Lenning War I, it's "All Quiet on the blies: Taxes and education.
Death claimed the life of dollar to the area from which
There are sure to be other
AIrs. Irene Rickman Pickard of it came in a revenue-sharing could have traveled as much as State Capitol Front" this week,
I
rrey Route Seven on Mon- plan with local governments. ten miles after he first contact- but that will change when the eddies of controversy such as
Burke said he has submitted ed the field at Crossville asking 1970 General Assembly con- Sunday closing, Daylight Sav,
at 8:45 pm. at the Murraythe proposal to every member for landing permission
venes one week from today.
loway County Hospital.
ings time, bail bonds and Black
The legislative wars between Lung, but these two are expectdeath at the age of 61, of the 1970 General Assembly, Making the search eith Frt 7fer
an extended illness. urging its adoption in the up- win were Glen Rogers, Jim
ed to bP the principle ones
Greer, and Fred Gardner.
since they concern the thing
illee was born June 9, 1918, in coming legislative session.
NO CITY ACCIDENTS
Adloway County and her parthat makes the world go aThe mayor seed the time has
FREI PUPPIES
s who survive are Edd RickThe Murray Police Depart- round — money.
came to establish new priores
Tax-Reducing Programs
and loncy Johnston RickSmall puppies, nine weeks ment reported this morryin.g that
in Kentucky and to bring the
Both parties have committed
investicalled
to
were
not
old,
are
free
to
someone
for
they
State into closer partnership
Pickard was a member
pets. Call 753-7241 attar six aate any traffic collisions on themselves to tax reductions
2,Continued on Page Two)
Continued on Page Two)
Continued on Paw Two)
Monday.
p.m.

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Mrs.Pickard
Passes Away

Temple Hill Lodge
Nunes Officers
For Coming Year

Search Continues
For Toy Lenning

*
*
Rainfall Of 3.67
Inches Reported
Since Saturday

General Assembly
Will Convene One
Week From Today

Tax-Sharing Plan
Urged By Burke

followed

Mrs. Byrd Ezell's
Funeral Thursday

President Charges Congress
With Passing Unbalanced Bill

The funeral for Mrs. Byrd
Ezell of 415 South 9th Street
By MICHAEL L. POSNER
has been scheduled for ThursWASHINGTON
— Presday :it two pm. at the chapel
of the J. H. Churchill Funeral ident Nixon signed into law toHome with Dr. Samuel R. Dod- day the most sweeping tax meason and Rev. Johnson Easley sure since the enactment of the
income tax in 1913 bat declarofficiating.
Interment will be in the Mur- ed the bill was inflationary.
ray Cemetery with the arrangements by the J. H. Churchill Congress has passed an we
anced bill that is both good
Funeral Home where friends
'had," Nixon said in a statemay call.
Mrs Ezell, age 74, died Sun- eat released he the White
. "The tax reforms, on
day at 11:55 pen, at the Murwhole, are good; the effect
ray-Calloway County Hospital.
the budget and on the cost
Her husband died January 3 of
of living is bad."
this year.
Survivors are two daughters,
Nixon said he approved the
Mrs. Grover W. (Helen) James
of Murray Route Four and Mrs. measure because the improvements in tax fairness through
L. N. (Dorothy) LaFever o f
the reforms crutbalance the inFort Worth, Texas; one sister,
flationary impact Irons the 89.1
Mrs Will Belcher of Benton
billion tax cut the bill carries.
Route One.
Other survivors are eight
The bill provides tax relief
grandchildren, Richard James
and
Jf New Concord, Mrs. Norman for 83 million Americans
Moutottx of Symsonia, Mrs. includes a 15 per cent boost in
Glennon Carr of Owensboro, social security beneiCas and
Thomas James of Fairchild Air loophole-closing reforms.
Base, Spokane, Wash., Joseph
The first time taxpayers will
James of Fort Hood, Texas, see the effects at the bill will
John James of Murray, Mrs. be in their paycheck for the
Richard Davis of Jeffersontown, first week of 1970 when the
and Mrs. Terry Borge of Eu- present 10 per cent tax surgene, Oregon; and fifteen great charge goes down to 5 per cent.
grandchildren.
That will diminish the tax withholding slightly. The surcharge
is scheduled to expire completely June 30. 1970.

uary 1972 and to $750 in January 1973. The bill also grants
special tax relief for 12 million
poor and near-poor taxpayers
Treasury Secretary David M
Kennedy told newsmen at the
White House after the President signed the bill that the
measure made Nixon s budget
ar problems even more severe.
But Kennedy sidestepped
questions about whether the
President would ask Congress
next year to increase taxes,
possibly through a "value added tax." This is a form of excise tax on manufactured goods.
Athis last news conference
Nixon said he would veto the
Senate version of the bill because of the inflationary Ianpact. 13nt a House-Senate Conference Committee scaled down
the cuts and delayed them in
the final compromise version of
the bill which Congress sent
to the White House before ad-

County Man
Dies Monday

Tom Billington of Murray
Route Six, a retired farmer,
passed away Monday at ten am.
The tax reduction results at Madisonville Hospital. His
chiefly from a three year in- death was due to complications
crease in the $600 income tax following an extended illness.
His wife, Mrs. Maggie Lee
personal exempticea. It will rise
BeLAGRANGE, Ky.
to $650 in July to $700 in Jan Billington, died June 12, 1946.
cause of the kindness of eight
He was born August 1, 1888„ in
prisoners at the Kentucky State
Calloway County and his patReformatory, a 7-year-old Louents were James Monroe Billisville boy suffering a fatal
ington and Margaret Kelly Billbrain disease will have a better
ington.
chance at life.
Unit•cl Press international
The deceased, age 81, was a
It was disclosed Monday that
member of the Sugar Creek
the eight had donated $430 toBaptist Church.
ward better care for young
Kentucky: Rain today end
He is survived by four daughJames Steven McCray, who has over east portion tonight with
ters, Mrs. Jack (Treva) Finnell
subacute, sclerosing, patience- thundershowers extreme east
of Almo, Mrs. James (Mildred)
phalitis.
today. Rain changing to light
Lansing, Mich., Mrs.
Until recently, Stevie's par- freezing rain west portion later Wells of
Hayden (Iona) Morris of Murents, Mr. and Mrs. James H. McMrs. Irene
Cray, were having trouble find- becoming mixed with snow and ray Route Six., and
son,
ing and financing the proper gradually spreading eastward Dublin of Mayfield; one
tonight and Wednesday with Hulon Billington of Lansing,
care for their son.
The men, whose ages range hazardous driving conditions Mich.; fifteen grandchildren;
from 21 to 70 and whose crimes likely to develop. Colder mid nineteen great grandchildren;
range from murder to incest, portion today and Over the state two great great grandchildren.
Other survivors are three sistonight. Wednesday cloudy an
Mrs. Bessie Sullivan of
ters,
cold
with
occasional
light
snow
Continued on Page Two)
or snow flurries. Highs today Cromwell, Mrs. Herman (Sally)
30s west to low 50s extreme Williams of Murray Route Six,
east.
Lows tonight 20s west to and Mrs. Ed (Maudie) Cook of
STRAYED COW
Murray Route Two; eight bro30s eats:.
thers, Alvis of Murray Route
A cow and calf have strayed
Six, Rev. D. W. of Cadiz, Henry
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 354.5, of Murray Route Three, Calvin
to the home of Mrs. Dorothy
Boone oin the Lynn Grove High- up 0.2.
of South 9th Street, Murray,
Below Dam 303.9, up 0.3.
way. The owner may have them
Dallas of Akron, Ohio, Jimmy
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 354.4, of Murray Route Seven, Marvin
by contacting Mrs. Boone at
stationary.
Laundry.
Boone
of Murray Route One, and
Below Darn 310.9, up 7.2.
Woodrow of Akron, Ohio.
Sunrise '7:10; sunset 4:49.
GliBERTSVILLE
4
Funeral services were held
LODGE
Wednesday afternoon at t h e
The Grand Rivers-Gilbertschapel of the Max H. Churchill
ville Lodges will conifer the
Funeral Home with Rev. GerTWO CITED
M.aster Mason's degree work at
ald Owens and Rev. Otis Jones
Murray Lectge 106 F. & A. M.
officiating.
on Monday, January 5 and not Two persons were cited by
Burial will be in the Scotts
the Calvert City Lodge as pu- the Murray Police Department Grove Cemetery with the arblished in
story yesterday. on Monday. They were for dis- rangements by the Max H.
The Ledger and Times regrets regarding a stop sign and pub- Churchill Funeral Home where
this error.
lic drunkenness.
[friends may cell.

LaGrange Inmates
Give $430 To Help
Seven-Year-Old Boy
tun —

WEATHER REPORT

Roger Babson's Business and Financial Forecast For The Year 1910
By Babson's Reports Incorporated, Wellesley Hills, Mass.,
December 30, 1969, The debut of a new decade has not been a
particularly pleasant experience for this nation in the memory
of the vast majority of its present populace. In four of the past
flie such historical intervals, the economy was subjected to
varying stresses for at least a part of the first year of each
decade. 1920 was a bad year for both business and the stock
merkee 1930 was an even more terrifying experience on both
frOnts; 1990 witnessed a sharp slump in the stock market during
seeing, with business suffering a mild easing in the forepart
of the year before embarking upon the upsurge of World War II;
1950 was a change of pace, as the post.-World War II boom provided a fertile envitment for both the stockmarket and general
buisiness; but the" "returned in 1960 when—despite the muchheralded promises of the "surging sixties" —a year-long downslide in business occurred, and the stock market was in a
reactionary phase for most of the year before rallying in late
summer.
its we enter the decade of the 1970's, once again the initial
year seems destined to be hampered by the "freshman jinx"
Which tripped leer out of five of the years which ushered in.the
five decades, The year which is now unfolding has many
fgvorable factors, but there are also many major problems and
imponderables welch lie in ambush and threaten the economy,

the

past

INTERNATIONAL PROSPECTS CR lie IA L
Domestic social, labof aid monetary problems all must be
met head-on during the coming year.'But in many respects, the

4

manner in which tnese prooiems are attacked will depend upon
equally pressing world problems which have military significance. At this juncture, the staff of Babson's Reports is of the
opinion that the cauldron of world problems will continue to
boil, but that the many festering wounds can be kept localized
to a sufficient degree to avert a worldwide conflagration.
INFLATION — PUBLIC ENEMY NUMBER ONE
Presuming, therefore, that American military commitment
in Vietnam can gradually be toned down, and that none of the
other smoldering trouble spots erupt into fell-scale fighting,
the primary task in 1970 once again will be to curb inflationary
pressures. With its tremendous momentum, there is little
hope that the inflationary spiral can be brought to a standstill
In 1970,
Less Feverish Inflationary Pressures - Once strongly entrenched, inflation is hard to contain, The task is rendered
all the more difficult by the social problems which must be
tackled at the same time. The Administration and the monetary
authorities, thin, must tread a narrow path, lest over-zealous
anti-Inflation measurarliksate an economic "overkill", Nevertheless, with the over-heated economy already becoming more
temperate, inflationary pressures are likely to rise at a slower
pace relative to 1969,
Still Higher Prices - Although inflationary pressures should
subside as 1970 progresses, if would be well to expect overall
ice deflation. Indeed, indexes of wholesale commodity prices
and retail and consumer prices Woomera' are more likely, to

tit

trend higher in 1970, reflecting the tendency of price changes
to lag changes in the economic climate. Moreover, because
of the squeeze on business profits compensatory price increases
are likely.
Cost Push - Perhaps the most crucial factor in the outlook
for higher prices is the tell calendar of labor negotiations
slated for 1970. On the basis of generous contract settlements
during the past year, new labor pacts will undoubtedly carry
hefty wage increments.
Money Supply - One of the signs pointing to the ease of inflationary pressures is the money-supply curve. Reflecting the
restrictive credit policies adhered to by the Federal Reserve
In 1969, the nation's money supply (bank deposits and currency
In circulation) in recent months has leveled off, blunting one
of the most potent sources of inflationary pressures. The staff
of Babson's Reports does not foresee a renewed upturn in the
money supply in the early months of the year now underway,
since the nation's leaders will still be preoccupied with price
increases, Thereafter, however, if the anticipated downturn
in general business and the consequent uneniployment upslant
become sensitive areas, the Federal Reserve may be expected
to ease credit,
LABOR RULES 1970 PROSPECTS
An -allusion had been made earltei In this column to the
iailuence of labor conditions upon business in 1970. Indeed,
If international conditions maintain a • relative status quo,
what happens on the labor scale could determine 1970 business,

Many major and secondary labor contracts expire within the
next twelve months, The most crucial are the labor talks
involving the Teamsters and the Auto Workers. If the trucking
industry is paralyzed by a nationwide strike neat spring, raw
materials and finished goods cannot be transported. Lay-offs
and curtailed work weeks in many industrial lines would then
result,
To the extent that the automobile industry directly and indirectly (thru the automotive equipment suppliers) employs many
workers and consumes a considerable amount of raw materials,
a prolonged tie-up — either industrywide or in a succession of
strikes against each of the "Big Three" auto producers — could
be very damaging to the economy which at that time might be
either in the initial stage of a recovery or on the verge of regaining its vitality.
Whether or not labor tie-ups of varying length do occur,
the outlook is for costly wage settlements. With the profits
squeeze now being experienced by most businesses, management can be expected to bargain harder in order to keep the
lid on cost increases. Thus, in 1970 labor and management
will lock horns in perhaps the most,determined stand on the
part of both parties in many years.
t wage
Labor leaders are expected to push hard for
Increases during 1970. Fringe benefits, with thelk#ception
of medical programs, will take a beck seat to increments
in take-home pay. Management ,on the other hand, may concede
large pay boosts, but in exchange the tendency will be to seek
one-year contracts rather than the multi-year pacts, hoping
(Continued on Page Six)
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Mrs. Rosa Jordan
THE LEDGER & TIMES SEEN & HEARD . . .Rites
Held Today

PUBLISHED by LEDGER A TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY.
(Continued From Faso 1)
Inc., Consolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and
The Times-Herald, October 20, 1928, and the West Kentuckian,
we don't see why in the heck
January 1, 1942.
we should be celebrating a new
lea N. 4th Street, Murray, Kentucky 42471
year. Maybe it's because we
JAMES C. WILLIAMS. PUBLISHER
think things will improve in the
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor. 70s. There's just got to be a
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the beet
reason.
Interest of our readers.

LaGrange
(Ceestinased Prom Page 1)

UCLA
In

Work Plan

Th.

(Continued From Page 1)

are serving sentences of from
The funeral for Mrs. Rosa V.
three years to life.
Jordan was held today at two
p. in. at the Roth Funeral Chas, LaGrange inmates make only
$4.50
cei
"ammanoenythffor work
t
d
not
zieir
done
pel, Paducah, with Rev. Hoye
the reformatory, but many re
Owen officiating. Burial was in
from
the Oat Grove Cemetery at Ps, James
F. Howard, superinten.
ductal..
dent of the prison, said one of
Mrs. Jordain, age 92, died
the donors receives a monthly
Norman
Sunday at 4:15 p. in. at the military
Happy Birthday to
disability check and
Murray.Calloway County HospiKlapp last Sunday.
'Another receives social secur
tal. She was the wife of the ay
Lucky, the outside dog h a s late Mikan B. Jordan.
pushed his luck even further. Survivors are her grand- The $430 Is just part of the
This time he got into the bucket daughter, Mrs. Harry Conley of aid the MeCrays have received
of Scaly Bark Hickory Nuts and Murray; three great grand- since news of their plight was
scattered them all over the car- daughters, Misses Audrey, Bren- publicized by local news media
port. Walking on Hickory Nuts da, and Carolyn Conley of Mar and United Press International.
is not exactly our idea of a ray; daughter-in-law, Mrs. Paul
Among other donations, JewL Jordan of Louisville.
firm footing.
ish Hospital has accepted Stevie
as a patient and will care for
We think we will start out the
him as long as he needs it, for
whatever his family can pay.
New Year with a bang by
sleeping late.

population. Prison officials objected to his release from maximum security, saying he needed protection from any possible
coconspirators in the King
slaying.
Miller's ruling came after
seven hours of testimony which
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITIDER CO., 1509
included the rare mention of
Madison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New York, N.Y,
possible co-conspirators in the
Stephenaon Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
King assassination - a view
Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission as
which is officially denied.
Second Clam Matter
Assistant State Attorney General Thomas E. Fox asked state
SCBSCIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 35e, per
Correction Commissioner Lake
Month $1.52. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $530;
Russell why Ray was being kept
Zones 1 & 2, $13.00; Elsewhere $16.00. All service subscriptions $8.00.
in solitary confinement.
The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Gnu:Hinny ls the
"If there were conspirators
Integrity el its Newspaper'
on the outside, v•ouldn't you
have to protect him from the
Army Captain Ramon E. Moreland (right), 26, son of Mr. and
conspirators?" asked Fos.
Mrs. Howard Moreland, Star Route, Mayfield, Ky., receives the
TUESDAY - DECEMBER 30. 1969
"Yes," said Russell.
Vietnamese Gallant0 Cross during ceremonies near Pleiku,
Ray, asked the same question
Vietnam. Presenting the award is Lieutenant Colonel Sam,
earlier in the hearing, replied,
commanding officer of the 2nd Vietnamese Ranger Group.
This used car is an opportunity
the state is interested in a
The award Is presented for gallantry in action against the
of a lifetime the salesman said. (Continued Pram Page 1)
conspiracy, let them have a
enemy. The captain, a senior advisor with Advisory Team No.
Yeah, says the prospective
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
trial."
21, advising the 22nd Ranger Battalion, Army of the Republic
customer, I can hear it knock- and the only question appears
of Vietnam, near Pleiku, entered the Army in October 1966
Ray,
who
agreed
to
a
99
-year
to be whet form they will take.
ing.
and arrived overseas In December 1968. He 7eceived a B.S.
sentence in exchange for a guilAdministration
is
Nunn
The
CHICAGO - Yippie leader Attie Hoffman during the trial of
degree In 1966 from the Murray State University, Murray, Ky.,
ty plea, has been trying for
the "Chicago Seven" explaining his experiences during a "training We always figured that append- proposing a broad program callwhere he received his commission through the Reserve
months
to
get
a
new
trial
seven
session" prior to the Democratic National Convention in 1968: icitis was not too bad in this ing for reductions amounting to
Officers' Training Corps program. His wife, Betty, lives on
for
slaying
which
octhe
King
"The most exciting part was when police arrested two Army modern age (we never had it) $10 million annually over the NEW YORK (UPI)-Stocks
Route 6, Murray.
curred April 4, 1964, in Membut we notice that the Amer- next two fiscal years. The De(U.S. Arm; Photo)
intelligence officers in a tree."
phis.
lower
today
in
opened
moderate
ican Society of Abdominal Surg- mocrats have been voicing
"Enforced
idleness
can
be
a
turnover.
far-reaching
NASHVILLE, Tenn. - Convicted killer of Dr. Martin Luther King, eons estimates that mie in five hopes of more
In the absence of constructive very real form of punishment,"
James Earl Ray during a hearing for more freedom from his patients develops gangrene and cuts.
news
many analysts expected said Miller as he made his rullegissame
time,
But at the
perforation. Over 1500 people
maximum security prison quarters:
the market to be pulled down ing which was well received by
someto
do
be
asked
laters
will
died
from
appendicitis
in
1967.
"I would rather face that murder by a fellow inmate than 99
selling Ray's attorney, Robert W. Hill
(By the way that abdominal not thing about House Bill No. 1, further by year-end tax
years in isolation."
which
has
been
unusually
heavy Jr. of Chattanooga.
legislaalmost 10 on a full stomach
special
by
the
passed
By ROBERT BUCKHORN
abominable)
"This is what we wanted,"
this year. Investors seemed to
of 1965.
session
before he was legally drunk.
tion
BURLINGTON, Vt. - A form published in the Burlington Free
proposal has taken two be taking tax losses this year said Hill. Ray's brother, Jerry, WASHINGTON (UPI)-Does
The
Who drinks like that? The
Of
course
the
key
is
early
rePress offering free funeral services for those who drink and drive
called the rulling "a step forsocial drinker can, but seldom
cognition before complications approaches during these pre- rather than waiting until the
have
a
right
to
a
an
alcoholic
Year's
Eve:
New
on
does.- The case against the
set in. If you wait until the General Assembly days. The new law takes effect in 1970 ward."
driver's license?
"If you plan to drink and drive over the New Year's, mail this
first would raise the limit on which is regarded as less
alcoholic
is different. According
thing
bursts,
this
is
where
most
Most
experts
highway
safety
to the Burlington Free Press immediately and the paper will keep af the trouble
present property tax levels for Liberal.
to a Transportation Department
comes in.
agree
that
the
alcoholic
is
a
death."
your
until
safe
place
It in a
school districts and local gov- Shortly alter the opening, the
sick person, the victim of a study, alcoholics involved in
a
ernments. The other would pro- U P I
marketvride
indicator
Speaking
of
surgeons,
a
lady
disease who needs medical and fatal accidents "invariably had
SAN FRANCISCO - The Rev. Msgr. James M. Murray comment- was telling her neighbor about vide set percentage or mone- showed a loss of 0.21 per cent
blood alcohol concentrations of
psychiatric care.
ing on his decision to marry and leave the priesthood after 28 her son who was a naval surg- tary increases for the next one on 493 issues crossing the tape.
.10 per cent and higher."
(Continued From Pato 1)
But
they
add
one
factor:
years:
eon. The neighbor said she nev- "ór two years. Both would ease There were 195 declines, and
According to Dr. William
Behind the wheel of a car, the
"It is extremely difficult to make a choice between eminently er realized that specializing the financial crises many school 158 advances.
of the Salem Baptist Church.
Haddon Jr., former director of
alcoholic is a killer,
good things, two cherished values: the sacrament of matrimony went so far.
local
governments
Survivors are her husband,
districts and
Loew's Theatres eased la to
This year more than 56,000 the National Highway Safety
with the one I dearly love and the priestly ministry which I also
are facing beause of decreasing 353:4, while Teledyne gave up Thomas E. Pickard of Murray
persons
were killed in automo- Bureau, alcoholics, who make
dearly love and in which 'have served honorably for over 28 years."
revenue in the face of increas- `a to 38%. Anaconda dipped life Route Seven; her parents, Mr.
bile accidents. More than 3.5 up only about 4 per cent of the
Three Doves sitting out on the ing financial needs.
and
Mrs.
Edd
Rickman,
203
to 29/
1
2, but International
million persons were injured, drivers on the highway, may be
very end of a limb way up high
Education Requests
Telephone picked up 1,2 to 58/
1
2. South 15th Street, Murray; Alcohol was involved in 25,000 responsible for nearly one half
in the Post Oak. One drops
Education at all levels, which
Among the oils, Standard of three sisters, Mrs. Jimmy (ia of the fatalities and 800,000 of of the highway deaths.
down to the ground, looks a. consumes the lion's stelae of
Ohio
eased /
1
2
to 811a, Mae) Huie, College Farm Road, the injuries recorded 1111969.
One statistic more reviling
round, then rejoins his buddies. each state budget, is asking for
Occidental la to 24/
1
2 on a block Murray, Mrs Julius (Myrtle) Closer to the mark, the 1968 than most is that TransportaCooper
of Murray Route Four,
another whopping bite - over
Two small brown creepers pidd- $1 billion - during the 1970- of 11,600 shares, and Cities and Mrs. Ray (Dorothy) Nora- alcohol and highway safety tion Department studies showed
Service
%
to
40%.
Atlantic
the
rain
at
the
Thou shalt therefore keep the commaldments, and the statutes, ling around in
worthy of Hickory Drive, Mur- report submitted to Congress up to 57 per cent of the drivers
1972 biennium, but against this
1
2 to 83%, while ray;
and the judgments, which I command thee this day, to do them.- base of the Post Oak and the must be weighed not only a re- Richfield lost /
three brothers, woodrow by the Transportation Depart- killed in single car accidents
small Cedar right next to IL latively limited amount of ex- Gulf and Mobil held unchanged Rickman, 313 South 13th ment says alcoholics-- compul- bad blood-alcohol readings of
Deuteronomy 7:11,
God expects this of us; surely it should be an easy exchange They did not appear too over- pected revenue growth to the at 31 and 4676, respectively.
Street, Murray, Macon Rick- sive drinkers- must acetyl the .10 per cent and higher.
In the electronics, RCA eased man, 1705 Audubon Drive, Mur- major share of the blame for
joyed at the weather.
for all the good He has bestowed upon us.
state treasury, but also the pro8
to 35 on a block of 13,50C ray. and Jimmy
blem of voters not wanting to
Rickman, Can- alcohol-involved accidents.
shares, and Litton 3,a to
Our credit must be pretty good, pay more taxes.
Most state laws identify
terbury Estates, Mammy.
General Electric and Control
since we owe nearly everybody
Funeral services will be held drunk drivers by the amount of
Two emotional issues will be
in town.
raised: The Sunday Closing Law Data were steady at 766 ant Wednesday at 11 a.m. at the alcohol found in the blood, The
115 in that order. IBM lost 14 a chapel of the Max H. Churchill federal government has proand Daylight Savings Time.
An hour long recount on TV
358.
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Funeral Home with Rev. James posed a uniformed standard of
The former will get its emU.S. Steel fell 1 4 to 331 2, ant Beane and Rev. Dennis Rogers not more than one tenth of one
of the struggles of the black petus from the Louisville-Area
people of the nation. The con- where many small grocery store Inland 3 8 to 263 2. Bethlehem officiating.
(.10) per cent by weight.
Federal State Market News
Interment will be in the Mur- So far, 24 states, and the Service 12-30-'69 Kentucky PurFulton County beat New Concord 57 to 41 and Mayfield beat census was that police, nation- owners have been involved in also slid 1 8 to 261 4 .
In the automotive group, ray Memorial Gardens with the District of Columbia and Puerto chase Area Hog Market Report
Kirksey 59 to 46 in the Mayfield Christmas basketball tournament. wide, are seeking to destroy the court disputes this year to operGeneral Motors gained 38 to V. arrangements by the Max H. Rico, have conformed to the Includes .10 Buying Stations.
One of four Methodist conferences on spiritual birth and growth Black Panther organaation. ate on Sundays.
Receipts 354 Head, Barrows
scheduled for early 1960 will be held January 1-3 at Kenlake Hotel. This may be true. In spite of
Daylight Savings Time, which on a block of 16,400 shares, but Churchill Funeral Home where federal standard. Twenty four
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Waldrop left Christmas Day to visit their the alleged goals of the Black was adopted by the 1968 Gen- Ford dipped 3 8 to 418. Chrysler friends may call.
others
use a higher .15 and Gilts Fully 50 Cents Lowson, Dr. Charles W. Waldrop and Mrs. Waldrop, Miami, Fla, Panthers, they persist in stor- eral Assembly after consider- held unchanged at 343,8, ant
standard, and one, Utah, uses a er; Sows, Steady.
La Col, and Mrs. Harold Cunningham and children of Peters- ing up arsenals and generally able heated debate, will again American Motors was steady at
tougher .08. But three- New US 2-3 200-230 lbs $27.50-26.00;
burg, Va., are visiting his mother, Mrs. Oakland Cunningham, refer to police as "pigs". We be brought to the forefront. 8%.
Mexico, Texas, and Mississippi US 24 190-240 lbs $27.00-2750;
would say they consistently ask The Kentucky Farm Bureau
American Telephone traded a
US 2-4 240260 lbs $26.50-27.00;
and sister, Mrs. Fred Furches.
-have
no standard.
for trouble and just as consis Federation, which proposed block of 10,000 shares at 491 8 tlf Tax-Sharing
What does the .10 per cent US 34 260-280 lbs U6.00-26.50;
tently, they get it. They make Daylight Time, has as a part , and Texas Gulf Sulphur a
standard mean to a drinker? A SOWS:
(Continued From Paige 1)
no bones of using Marx and of its legislative program a pro- block of 15,100 shares at 211:1
chart published by the Health, US 1-2 270-350 lbs $20.75-21 75,
Lenin as "guidelines".
Few $2250.
posal to rt.peal the daylight unchanged.
Education and Welfare departwith cities and counties.
time law.
Amfac, Inc. eased 1,2 to 463;4
00-2/0 75.
300-650
1-3
lbs
320
US
ment
shows,in
rough
averages,
Burke commented that if the
But there has been discussion on a block Of 20,000 shares.
LEDGER a TIMES FILE
state and federal governments that a 150-pound man, drinking US 2-3 455-650 lbs *19.50-2000
Any person, red, yellow, black lately that compromise may be
really mean the concern they on an empty stomach, could
or white who believes that Marx reached to confine Daylight
have expressed for local gov- have five one-ounce shots of. 80
and Lenin have the answer, is Time to the months when school
ernments, they should take steps proof liquor in one hour before
Deaths reported are Mrs. Tennie Underwood, age 70,and Jim Ed a threat to America.
is not in session. This could apto keep the cities and counties he reached the .10 per cent
Tucker, age 84.
Hospital Report
pease some of the opposition to
from "starving" financially.
level. On a full stomach, the
The complete new Murray Bowling Center opened today. It Beth Russia and China, those Daylight Time.
He noted that anticipated rev- same man could down seven
features nine duckpin alleys and also shuffleboard.
communist havens of mankind,
Four other special interest
enue from the sales tax for one-ounce shots of 80 proof
, Miss Anne Woods, student at the University of Kentucky, Lexing- are totalitarian states.
lreas where legislation is sure ADULTS 71
1969 will be about $50 million liquor,
ton, spent the holidays with her parents, Dr. and Mrs. Ralph H.
to be introduced include bail
more than in 1968, when the In a state using the .15 per
In America, merit is the key eond reform, strengthening of NURSERY 5
Woods.
sales tax was at 3 per cent for cent standard, the same man
Janice Waldrop was honored with a party on tier sixth birthday word for any man, and that Kentucky's Workmen's Compen- DECEMBER 27, 1969
the first three months.
drinking on an empty stomach
should be the goal. Get quali- sation Law with regard to coal
on December 23 at her home on the Coldwater Road.
ADMISSIONS
would be allowed eight one.
fied is the answer.
workers' pneumoconiosis, possiounce
shots of 80 proof liquor
ble restrictions on the use of
William Aden, 403 Dixie Ct.,
We would say that militant certain pesticides such as
on an empty stomach and
DDT,
John
Gallagher,
1707-B
Wells
groups cannot be satisfied, be- and a proposed revamping of Radcliff; Mrs. Gloria Abner and
i,f
Baby Boy, 311 College Ct., Mur- Ext., Murray; Miss Linda Loney,
cause they do not know what the Insurance Law.
By united Press International they
want. Give them what they
ray; Johnny Prescott, Rte. 4, Rte. 2, Hazel; Mrs. Mildred
'MARK EVERY GRAVE
ask and they reverse themselves
Murray; Levris Donelson, Rte. 6, Green, Rte. 2, Hazel; Mrs. Faye
Funeral services for Mrs.
Today is Tuesday, Dec. 30, in two
Forbes,
1704
Keeneland
Dr.,
weeks
and
Murray;
seek
Harlan
the
Kemp,
Rte.
2,
opFlora Jackson of Flint, Mich., the 364th day of 1969 with one
posite.
Farmington; Guy Wilson, New Murray; Miss Rita Farris, 514
formerly of Murray, will be to follow.
Educational television
Concord;
William Burkeen, Rte. South 8th St., Murray; Miss Denheld Thursday at 10:30 a.m. at
audieripe growing
The moon Ts full.
ise Tucker, Hardin; Mrs. Donna
College
administrations
are
on
1,
Dexter;
Mrs. Tommie
the chapel of the J. H. ChurWASHINGTON (11P1)-- Four
The morning stars are Venus the spot and they must ruse
Mathis, Rte, 1, Benton; Mrs.
P
r
a
t
c
h
e
,
Dexter;
Mrs.
Sue
Wilson,
chill Funeral Home with Elder and Jupiter.
Odell King, Rte, 4, Murray; Miss
their own colleges in the man- of every five persons are now 112 No, 7th, Murray.
Bill Threet officiating.
The evening stars are Mercu- ner which they believe is the within viewing-rangc.(if l'IhieaCynthia Cooper, Rte. 7, Murray;
Pallbearers will be Hugh ry, Mars and Saturn.
Since 1838
Mrs. Linda Shoffner and Baby
best for all. Giving in to small tional television, the 11.S. I )(five
•
DISMISSALS
Alexander, Herbert Alexander, On this day in history:
reported.
Education
of
Girl,
502
Elm
Street
Murray;
roups
on
matters
of
policy
will
Cleo Bucy, Jimmy Thurmond,
Since federal funds lit.i.attie
In 1853, the United States not do the job, but merely tear
Mrs. Dorothy Canter, Lynn- William Sailer, 103 South 12th
Elwood Blackburn, and David bought 45,000 square miles of
available to support ETV, in
own authority.
ville;
Master Jimmie Tripp,1610 St., Murray; Basil Hutchens,Rte.
Dickerson.
1963, the. potential atidien•••• has
BUILDERS OF FINE
land south of the t•ila River
Sunset, Murray; Miss Edith Tur- 7, Murray; Mrs. Jewell Ezell,
Interment will be in the MurMEMORIALS
grown from 103 Hallam to 165
from Mexico for $10 million, It
511
South
9th
St.,
Murray;
Mrs.
ner, Rte. 5,Murray; Mrs. Martha
ray Cemetery with the arrangePorter White - Manager
million. According to dm orrice
Is now the southern area of
Galloway, 217 So. 13th, Murray; Elisha Mohundro, Rte. 3, Murments by the J. H. Churchill
111 Maple St. 753-2512
of Education, only three states
and New Mexico.
Rainfall
Edmon Jones, Rte. 2, Farming- ray; Mrs. Ola Jones, Rte, 1,
Funeral Home where friends Arizona
Alaska, Montana and Wyomingswept
the
1903,
fire
The
Hazel.
may call after two p.m. on
ton; Eddie Cook 502 North 60
now are without educational
Iroquois Theatre in Chicago (Continued From Pomo 1)
Wednesday.
Murray; Mrs, Louisa Mitchell,
DLSMISSA LS
Mrs. Jackson, age 84, died killing 588 persons.
Rte 2, Hazel; Olive Parks, 1623
41 a. .8
In 1947, King Michael of hour period a total of
Sunday night at a hospital in
Calloway, Murray; Mrs. Opal
2.2 inchMrs. Kay Addison and Baby
Flint, Mich. She was born Jan- Rumania abdicated claiming he ches had fallen. In the period
McClain (Exp
, 804 Coldbreed out by local from Saturday to Sunday the Bahamas hotel boom
Boy, 1101 West Circarama, Muruary 30, 1885 and her parents was
water Rd., Murray.
FREEPORT, Bahamas (UPI)
ray; Mrs. Peggy GeurinandPaby
were the late Andrew Alexand- Communists aided by Russians. rainfall was recorded at .45
In 1959 President Eisenhower inches, according to Scott.
- Freeport, one of the most
Girl, New Concord; Gene Knight,
er and Harriet Lamb AlexandRte. 1, Hardin;
Mrs. Ethel
The high temperature in the rapidly developing resort and
er. She was a member of the called off the ban on American
DECEMBER 28, 1969
Vinson, 506 South 6th St., MurWest Court Street Church of nuclear tests.
past twenty-four hours was 35 tourist centers in the Caribbean
In 1968, Trugvie Lie, first degrees and the low was 31 de will have 13 more luxury hotels
ray.
God, Flint, Mich.
'BEST PICTURE OF THE YEAR!
ADMISSIONS
by 1971, according to Clement
EXPIRED
The deceased was preceded secretary general of the United grees, Scott said.
(
(
AT POPULAR
OPV,AR
T. Maynard, the new Bahamian
Mrs. Rosa Jordan, 1305 Audin death by her husband, Jesse Nations, died in Norway at the
IC
Mrs. Ethel Vinson, 506 South ubon Parkway, Louisville; Mrs.
age of 72.
Jackson, in 1957.
Minister of Tourism. Maynard
--Sdrvivors are two sisters,
said the resort then would have a 6th Street, Murray; Virgil Tur- Jewell Ezell, 511 South
9th
A thought for the day: Ralph
Mrs. Bertha Whaley of Flint,
total of 6,000 rooms, compared ner, Rte, 5, Murray; Mrs. Ovie Street, Murray.
He had ii
Lawrence.
Rte.
1.
Hazel;
Master
Mich., and Mrs. Eula Waters of Waldo Emerson said, "Every
with 35 in 1963, when
408 South 6th Street, Murray, hero becomes a bore at last."
development of the
and several nieces and nephews
MNatI a
Eitglatkil bucaya/Ereeport area began
(1T1) I'. \fill, j 1sli:ksicA1 edit
ratings teacher, got -.tired 1,f
los
Ncaris 10 per CrIli 1,1 singIc- dents joCing about his nano'. '1
thE inv.,' ,Roarli.
Phone.,753-1272
cars
frost'
to
leresult
:accidents
•
granted
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ourt
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s
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Quotes From The News

NEW YORK (UP
incredible
scor
continues to gr
toward the top
college basketball
The rampaging
aging a sizzling 1
game this season
four
points o
Kentucky today
weekly balloting
member United P
tional Board of Co
UCLA, with all
averaging in do
received 16 first
and 317 poiats, in
the 321 amassed
Kentucky, which
place nominations,
South Carolina

General Assembly..

Today's
Stock Market
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Jimmy E
Fight Se

When Is A Driver Drunk?

NEW YORK (UPI)
that had to be," in
Angelo Dundee, will •
The bout, between
and Jimmy Ellis, th
ants to the vacated
weight championship,
and sealed Monday
fully delivered Feb. 6
Square Garden.
Frazier and Ellis,
Ions shares of the
held by deposed C
signed for a parent
each against 30 per c
receipts for the 15which will be tel
circuit television in
ica and the United
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nied allegations that
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UCLA Closes In On Wildcats
In This Week's College Poll.

Penn State and Missouri Insist
Orange Bowl Victor to Be No.1

Carolina continued
ank third
NEW YORK (UPI)— UCLA's
incredible
scoring
machine and fourth and unbeaten Ohio
continues to grind its way University rose to fifth in the
toward the top of the major balloting for games played
through Saturday.
college basketball rankings.
Washington took sixth, folThe rampaging Bruins, averaging a sizzling 10'1 points per lowed by St. Bonaventure, New
game this season, drew within Mexico State, Houston and
four
points of first-place Jacksonville.
Five coaches from each of
Kentucky today in the fourth
weekly balloting by the 35- the seven geographical areas of
member United Press Interna- the nation comprise the UPI
ratings board. Each week they
tional Board of Coaches.
UCLA, with all five starters select the top 10 teams in the
averaging in double figures, nation with points awarded on a
received 16 first place votes 10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-24 basis on vote
and 317 points, just four shy of from first through 10th.
the 321 amassed by top-ranked
Kentucky, which has 19 first
place nominations.
South Carolina and North
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iAMI (UPI) — Both rival
coaches in the 36th annual Orange Bowl game left
little doubt yesterday they will
claim the nation's No. 1 college football team rating if
they win New Year's night.
"PENN STATE is the
soundest football team I've
seen in a long, long time,"
said Missouri coach Dan Devine. "I honestly don't feel
there is as good a football

M

team in the country . . . by
one helluva lot."
Penn State coach Joe Paterno responded: "Did you ever
feet that yon have been fattened up for the kill?"
Then Paterno added seriously, "The team that wins the
Orange Bowl will have the
right to say it is as good
as anybody else."

Indiana Over
New Orleans

Joe Frazier,
Jimmy Ellis
Fight Set

TUESDAY — DECEMBER 30, 1969

MURRAY.' XIINTIICKY

& TIMER

INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. (UP!)—
Indiana outshot New Orleans
from the free throw line Monday
night to claim a 94-89 victory
in a battle of the American Basketball Association divisionleaders.
Indiana, led by all - league
NEW YORK (UPI) — "A fight forward Roger Brown who hit
that had to be," in the words of 11 of 13 from the charity strike,
overcame a two-point, 45-43, deAngelo Dundee, will be.
The bout, between Joe Frazier ficit to move past the Buccanand Jimmy Ellis, the two claim- eers in the late going, Teamants to the vacated world heavy- mate Mel Daniels was the game's
weight championship, was signed top scorer with 27.
New Orleans, which leads the
and sealed Monday to be hopefully delivered Feb. 6 at Madison ABA Western Division, outscored Indiana from the field, but hit
Square Garden.
Frazier and Ellis, winning var- only 20 free throws to 29 for
ious shares of the title once the Pacers. The Bucs top point.
held by deposed Cassius Clay, makers were guard Steve Jones
signed for a guaranteed $150,008 with 24 and center Rod Robbins
each agaiiast 30 per cent of all net with 17.
The fiercely Sought battle bereceipts for the 15-round sight
which will be telecast on closed fore a packed crowd saw the
circuit television in North Amer- teams tied 17 different times
and the lead change hands no
ica and the United Kingdom.
Dundee, Ellis' manager, de- less than 24 times. It was the
nied allegations that the Louis- first meeting of the season betTO DEFEND TITLE
ville, Ky., fighter had been duck- ween the divisional leaders.
New Orleans forward H. Arley
ing Frazier. "We haven't been
PHILADELPHIA (UPI) —
ducking anybody. I did agree to Swift suffered torn knee ligamenthe fight on the condition that the- ts during the first quarter and Sam Bair of Kent State will
re be no rematch. I think re- team doctors estimated he would defend his mile title in the third
match clauses are bad for box- be out of action from 10 to 12 wee- annual Philadelphia Track Classic, it was announced Monday.
ing. If the fight's worth it, there'll ks.
Bair set a track record of
be a return, if not, forget it,"
HUNDLEY SIGNS
4:03.9 in winning the event in
Dundee added.
1969.
Ellis, recognized as champion
CHICAGO (UPI) — Catcher
by the World Boxing Association
Randy
Hundley,
who
hit
.255
(WBA) has defended his title only
once since gaining it on April 17 with 18 homers and 64 runs
MONTGOMERY, Ala.(UPI)
by beating Jerry Quarry.His lone batted in last season, signed his
David Berrong of Memphis
Chicago
with
the
1970
contract
defense came in September of
State intercepted four passes as
1968 when he gained a close de- Cubs on Monday giving the e South salvaged a 6-6 tie
League
club
six
National
cision over Floyd Patterson in
players who have agreed to with the North in the Blue-Gray
Sweden.
football game.
terms for next season.

1;

THE REMARKS came at
the annual Orange Bowl
kickoff luncheon where both
coaches joked with the crowd
of civic leaders and the
master of ceremonies.
But Devine prefaced his
serious remarks on the prowess of the Penn State Nittany
Lions with the comment he
had seen Texas win its Cotton
Bowl berth against Notre

Kentucky
Rolls Over
Miami 80-58
Top - ranked Kentucky remained undefeated Monday night
by defeating Miami of Ohio 80-58,
Louisville rolled over Southern
Methodist 105-79 for its first
century - mark victory in 34
games and Centre entered the
finals of its own Invitational Tournament.
Tonight's card has Thomas
More and Bellarmine, and Centre taking on Translyvania for
the championship of the Centre
Invitational.
Centre gained the finals by
defeating Franklin College of Indiana 88-81 in the opening round
Monday night, and Transylvania
gained a shot at the champions
by edging Denison of Ohio 76-70.
The only Kentucky team to
lose Monday night was George..
town, which went down to St.
Benedict's of Kansas 68-67 in the
opening round of the seventh
annual Findlay, Ohio College Tournament.
ICentucky didn't give an inch
Monday night. With UCLA hot
on their tails for the No. 1 spot
in the nation, the Wildcats, led
by Dan Issel with 33 points, made
good the win that sends them to
Southeast Conference competition undefeated.
At Louisville, that 100 marl
had to roll around with Mike
Lawhon scoring 20 points followed by Mike Grosse with 19
and Jim Price with 18. Appropriately enough, Lawhon scored
the basket that sent the Cardinals over the century mark.

IN A MOVE that drew cries
of foul from Pennsylvania,
President Nixon awarded Texas a plaque after the victory
over Arkansas which named
the Longhorns as the nation's
No. 1 team.
Paterno was given a
Orange Bowl blazer cost
yesterday and quipped. "I am
sending mine to the White
House."
In the final rating of the
season by UPI's Beard of

Kentucky College
Basketball Scores

Joe Patcrno
'Fattened For The Kell?'
Panic with a narrow victory
over Arkansas.
"It was a good game," Devine said, but Texas had not
impressed him like Penn State

By United Press International
Kentucky 80 Miami (Ohio) 58
Louisville 105 SMU 79
Lexington AAU 82 Kentucky
Fresmen 88

Coaches, Penn State was rated
No. 2 and Missouri No, S.
Devine said both he and
Paterno feel there should be
some post season game devised, possibly a bowl game,
to decided the national championship.
PENN STATE owns the
longest current winning streak
in college football, 21 games,
and has gone 29 games
without defeat. Missouri, losing only to Colorado in a 9-1
season, defeated Michigan, the
team that will play in the
Rose Bowl against Southern
California.
Off the strength of their
balanced, high-scoring offense,
the Missouri Tigers hare been
installed a two-point La'.onto
for the Orange Bowl classic.
however, Vince Gibson.

Kansas State coach who lost
to both Orange Bowl rivals
by three points each, said,
"There's no favorite. It's a
toss-up."
GIBSON, IN Miami to sce
the game, added, "These are
two great football teams —
Um not so sure they're not
the two best teams in the
country."
Inaugurating a hall of fame
for outstanding participants in
past years, the Orange Bowl
luncheon honored the late Tennessee coach, Gen. fob
etitenrd.
Neyland, whose widow LC'na
d
ed; Frank (Bruiser)
from the University 0f
Mississippi, a hero of the 1114
game who was not present,
and Georgia's Hefaman
winner, Fy eft k
Trophy
Sinkwich, who set several
Orange Bowl records in 1942.

Sports Parade

Findley Tournament
First Round
By MILTON RICHMAN
St. Benedict (Kan.) 68 GeorgeUPI Sports Writer
town 67
Centre Invitational
NEW YCRK (UPI)—Jimmy
Centre 88 Franklin Ind. 81
Transylvania 76 Denison 70
Ellie is sue he's going to be
undisputed heavyweight champ
of
the world.
NEW YORK (CPO:- The
Sports—High School
He's convinced he'll beat Joe
United Press Internatonal top
Frazier.
20 major college basketball
Kentucky High School
Not me.
teams with first place votes in
Once and for all. Jimmy Ellis
Basketball Scores
parentheses. ',Fourth week).
By United Press International Is going to settte ttUs nonsense
team
Points
Tournaments
about who is really the king of
321
1. Kentucky (19)
Invitational
Ashland
the hill, he says, when he takes
2. UCLA (16)
317
Semi-Finals
Joe Frazier apart in their
3. South Carolina
207
Madison Square Garden title
4. North Carolina
163
Danville 73 Ashland 63
fight Feb. 16.
108
5. Ohio University
Louisville Male 61Richmond Ma- Why is Jimmy Ellis so sure
100
6. Washington
dison 56
he's going to do this?
7. St. Bonaventure
87
PikeviUe Invitational
86
8. New Mexico St.
"Because," he says, "I've got
Semi-Finals
85
9. Houston
the head to beat him; I've got
Belfry 65 Johns Creek 61
49
10. Jacksonville
the legs to beat him, and I've
Pikeville 79 Millard 65
48
11, Tennessee
got the punch to beat him."
Ludlow Invitational
37
12. Notre Dame
Jimmy Ellis gets two of those
Ludlow 79 Dayton 87
31
13, Pennsylvania
three. I think even he knows he
Beechwood 69 Bellevue 74
25
14, Wyoming
can't punch with Joe Frazier.
Owensboro Invitational
24
15. Kansas
The one thing I know for sure
Semi-Finals
22
16. Davialon
Owensboro Catholic 68 Edmon- is he can't stay in the same
20
17. Marquette
argument with him. Frazier's
son
County 59
19
18, (Tie) Sou. C4
Louisville DeSales louder. Much louder.
Owensboro
59
19
(Tie) Purdue
Got In Some Licks
OT
18 57
80. Colorado
Ellis got in some decent licks
County Invitational
Estill
Others receiving Live or more
Monday when both showed up
Semi - Finals
point= Utah, Duke, Baylor,
County 84 Estill County at a restaurant to publicize
Jackson
Pacific, Oregon, Louisville,
their forthcoming 15-rounder,
Dayton, Louisiana State, Illin- 57
but when it came down to good
Lee County 62
Irvine
68
ois, North Carolina State, Regular Game.
old-fashioned agitating, Frazier
Columbia, Washington State,
Louisville Central 68Atherton 60 left him pretty much the same
Villanova,

Major College
Cage Ratings

way the Indians left Custer.
Sitting so close to Ellis he
could reach out and touch him
Frazier began the whole thing
with a soft solo number.
Free at last
free at last,"
he sang, looking straight at the
World Boxing Association
champ, "I finally got Jimmy
Ellis lathering . „"
"He talks like he's very
confident," somebody suggested
to Ellis,
"Let him talk," F3lis said of
Frazier, recognized as titleholder by New York and several
other states. He'll talk different
after Feb. 16,"
"Let's make a side bet,"
Frazier cut in. "Anything you
want. You name it,"
"What about your motorcycle?" Ellis inquired.
Forget Side Bets
the side, Ellis'
Off to
manager, Angelo Dundee, who
also used to handle Cassius
Clay, motioned his fighter to
forget about any side bets. Ellis
forgot about it. So did Frazier.
Ellis is a former sparmate of
Cassius Clay. The two paRsed
each other briefly in LouisCle
last Thursday and Cassius
hollered out: "Merry Christmas." There was little talk of
much else.
"He don't tell me everything," Jimmy Ellis said, "and
I don't tell him everything.'

GUILFOILE APPOINTED

•

—UPI

A Big Outing
ATLANTA — West Virginia's quarterback Mike Sherwood looks,for end
Jim Smith during practice session here in preparation for their Peach Bowl battle against South Carolina.
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PITTSBURGH (UPI) — Bill
Guilfolle, one of New York's
most popular and imaginative
public relations representatives
durind nine years with the
Yankees, was appointed Monday to the post of special
assistant to the general manager and director of public
relations for the Pittsburgh
Pirates.
Joe
L. Brown, general
manager, said the Pirates are
"pleased
to have one of
baseball's outstanding young
executives join our organization." Gullfoile will assume his
new duties in mid-January.

HOUSTON---Auburn head football coach Ralph
"Shut" lordan right) gives his team a pep talk after
a pre-Astro-Bluebonnet Bowl workout. The Auburn

Tigers will meet Houston New Years Eve night in the
Astrodome.
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2 FOR 1 SHOE SALE

Buy One Pair At Regular Price Get A Second Pair Free!!
offer includes Men's,Womens'and Children.' Shoes!

You can mix them when buying, so bring the whole family!
510 Main Street
Murray, Kentucky

'GAMILY'SHOE • STORE
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Glenn C. Wooden, Owner

All New I
Fresh
Nationally I
Advertised z
Merch'dise f.
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Nation's Businessmen Becoming Tolerant
Beards, Mini-Skirts, Other Mod Styles
By NORMAN KRMPSTUR
FASHINGTON (UPI) — The
nation's businessmen have become increasingly tolerant of
beards, mini-skirts and other
"now" styles on current employes but they often refuse tc
hire job applicants sporting the
mod look.
A survey, sponsored jointly
by the American Society for
Personnel Administration and
the Bureau of National Affairs
Eric., drew responses for more
than 150 personnel executives
from a cross-section of American business. These were the
results:
—Almost 80 per cent of the
employers would refuse to hire
a bearded job applicant, but
would take a clean-shaven individual if other things were
equal. But 80 per cent of the
firms either had no objection tc
a beard on an already-hired em-

Phone 153-1917 or 753_447

Mrs/ J. B.Burkeen ...

wricoa/
a

I

Rainbow For Girls
Has Party Al Home
Of Barbie K#1

ploye, or could object only in
Mrs. Barbie Keel was hostess
extreme cases. Some companies
for a Christmas party held by
mid they would not hire an
the Murray Assembly No, 19
applicant who appeared in a
of Rainbow for Girls on
Order
mini-skirt but 45 per cent of
Tuesday, December 23, at sixthe employers said they have
thirty o'clock in the evening at
no objection to mini-skirts on
the home of her parents, Mr.
employes. Another 41 per cent
Mrs. Fred Keel at 'Treaty.
and
said they have no set rule.
Both the interior and exter—About 90 per cent of the
ior of the Keel home were
employers said they would turn
Mr. and Mrs. William C.
beautifully decorated in the howith
applicant
male
a
down
Adams, Jr., of Lexington are
motif.
liday
shoulder-length hair and the
spending the holidays with their
A potluck supper was served
same percentage said they alC.
W.
Mrs.
parents, Mr. and
and gifts were exchanged by
so object to their employes
Adams, Sr., and D. T. Humphthe group. Carols were also
wearing long hair.
reys.
rung.
•• •
—Long sideburns and muMiss Keel presented her mott:aches have won general acMrs. Oben Stegner of Murther, Mrs Fred Keel, and the
ceptance.
Van
Buren
from
By Abigail
ia*, has been dismissed
mother-advisor, Mrs. Frances
—Fifty per cent of the firms
the Western Baptist Hospital,
Churchill, with corsages.
absolutely forbid see-through
DEAR ABBY: My problem is a husband who loves to Paducah.
The Rainbow girls presented
•••
blouses on employes and almost
tell everybody that he is "growing up with his children."
Mrs. Churchill with a poinsettia'
all indicated they would be
We have two sons, 10 and 12, and their father is well
and George Williams with a
unlikely to hire a woman apDr. and Mrs. Will Frank
known
among the neighborhood kids as a "good sport." And
travel shoeshine kit.
plicant who appeared in one.
and children, Billy and
Steely
Members present were Pauno wonder! There is absolutely no discipline around this
—An Afro hairstyle on a
Lisa, of Wise and Norton, Ve.,
lette
Markovich, Rosetta Robhouse. Anything goes. Nothing but fun and horseplay!
her
lack applicant would be acof
guests
are the holiday
ertson, Le.sa Robertson, Linda
Our sons have become obnoxious, loud-mouthed, know-it- parents, Mr. and Mrs. Garnett
ceptable by 47 per cent of the
George, Lynn Watson, Marilyn
companies for women and 41
ells who won't listen to either one of us.
Morris, South 18th Street. Dr.
Lasater, Joyce Winchester, Nita
per cent for men. It would be
What is the matter with a man who is blind to the fact Steely is in northern Kentucky
Atkins, Betsy Riley, Cindy
regarded as a negative factor
_that his sons do not need another playmate—they need a this week on a business trip.
•••
for both sexes by 42 per cent of
MANAGEMENT ia a big pro- neckline shapes are most nate Welch, Vickie Kalberer, Denice
THEIR MOTHER
FATHER!
acing to you. Experiment WI Kalberer. Paula Cook, Kris Kimthe companies and 16 per cent
Rev. and Mrs. Larry Gilmore blem not only for homemakers
out what is becoming to ball, Barbie Keel, and Donna
find
to
refuse
individual
would
flatly
they
said
Each
people.
ChristFuryet!
up
all
hasn't
He
grown
himself
the
DEAR
but
MOTHER:
spent
reMrs. Loretta Jobs, field
of Georgetown
Magazines, a mirror, diff Knight.
you
11
and
one
time,
a
wearing
hire
man
of
amount
same
parents,
has the
presentative of the Woodmen
thermore, in his eagerness to win the approval of his sons. be mas holidays with her
shaped necklines, and Adults present were Mrs
erent
one
each
reject
said
would
how
they
of the World, recently return- per cent
Is depriving them of a father. All children need a "hand" Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Harris, the difference is
your friends can help you de- Frances Churchill, George Wile,
time.
this
Harris,
manages
Rita
Miss
ed from Omaha, Nebraska, sail a woman.••
sister,
her
[sometimes a firm hand, a helping hand—and occasionally and
choice, hams, and Mr. and Mrs. Fred
•
The big bottleneck with most ride. However wise your
where she completed an adthe back of one). If your husband continues to cop out as a Olive Street.•• •
u.nlees Keel
lost
be
will
effect
the
They
planning.
time
people is
vance school of underwriting
fitted
•••
correctly
father, you will have to be the strong one. Pity.
is
neckline
the
can
they
than
held in the new 30 story WoodRev. and Mrs. Norman Cul- plan more things
and finished. Be sure to check
they
time
the
in
do
possibly
spent
Tenn.,
men Tower.
-Mason,
pepper of
comfort
DEAR ABBY: After some of the disgraceful sights I've Christmas day with her par- have. Do you know how long the fit of necklines for
WOW representatives attendyou
whether
appearance
and
tasks?
certain
do
to
takes
seen in miniskirts I never thought I'd live to see the day ents, Mr. and Mrs. B. K. Treys- it
ed from New Mexico, Florida,
the
from
garment
the
purchase
how
know
not
Moat people do
Georgia, Louisiana, North Carwhen I'd complain because skirts were too LONG. But here I ewe
ready-to-wear or construct your
or
hour
an
in
do
•
•
can
they
•
much
olina, Oklahoma, Tennessee,
am.
do own. The alive of the neckline
and Kentucky.
Mr. and Mrs. Euin Trevathan day or how long it takes to
Mrs. Frank Kane was hostess
Abby, those MAXI coats! They -are hideous. What are
can actually make your face
ourspreading
we
Are
job.
the
an open house for members
the fashion designers trying to do to us women anyway? Do of Cookville, Penn., are the
neck appear fuller, thinnand
Mrs. Jobs was elected presi for
some
that
so
selves too thin
Wednesday, Dee-mbar $1
of the Zeta Department of the
we have to go from one extreme to the other? Granted, those guests of his stepmother, Mrs. tasks are done inadequately? er, more round or square. Your
dent of the school by the
brothhis
New Year's Eve Dance.
and
her
The
at
Trevathan,
Club
Woman's
Murray
Ruth
and
figure,
your
neck,
and
face
short, short skirts way up to here were terrible on most girls
presentativcs and represented
Do some tasks take more time
members and out of Trevathan
adult
Drive
Gaylon
Keeneland
for
on
hOme
lovely
and
K.
B.
ers,
her classmates at the Presiover 22. But now they're trying to shove these Grandma Civil
than necessary? — Irma Hamil- the type of garment will influ- town guests will be held at the'
Decemevening,
Thursday
on
families.
and
dent's luncheon where the natWar styles down our throats. Please, please, let's get some
ton, Courthouse, Mayfield, Ky. ence your choice. — Catherine Calloway County Country Club
•• •
the hours of
C. Thompson, Hickman, Ky.
ional presioent of the Wood- ber 18, between
Phone 247-2334.
42068.
sort
a
Or
of
protest
do
going.
you
movement
like
them?
o'clock.
from nine p.m. to one a. a.
42050, Phone 236-2331.
Work• ••
Clayton
men, Nick T. Newbury, and seven-thirty and nine
Mrs.
and
Mr.
HATES MAXI LOOK
debeautifully
house
Hosts are Messrs and Mesdames
was
The
S'S
executive national vice-presiman of Southgate, Mich., are
INVESTED INTERESTS —
C. LowFrozen meat may be cooked Jamus R. Allbritten, C.
dent, Waylon Rayburn, were corated throughout in keeping
DEAR HATES: I don't "like" them, but given a choice visiting his parents, Mr. and Its not a crystal ball that de
Louis C. Ryan, W. C. Elkins,
with the holiday season.
ry,
Frothawing.
without
or
with
also
and
in attendance.
between the mini and the maxi, I'd take the maxi. And the Mrs. 011ie Workman,
termines the financial future
James E. Diuguid, Pete Heise,
Delightful refreshments of
Also attending the luncheon
only "protest" that will ever be effective is the one which to see her sister, Mrs W. T. for you and your family! It's zen meat takes about 1% to and Charles Shuffett.
Christmas
custard
and
ooiled
1% times as long to cook as
r were Soverign Marvin Watkins,
'
•••
affects the designers, wholesalers, and retailers la the Downs, who was able to come planning a sound investment
from the
Eastern Division manger; Soy. cookies were served
some for Christmas from treat- program NOW, with the wo- thawed or fresh meat. WhenII
you
like
pocketbook.
don't
don't
with
buy
'ern,
covered
'em.
room
table
dining
Arnette Cravens, Western Diva ever possible, frozen meat
ment at Vanderbilt Hospital, man-of-the-house
playing
Thursday, January 1
ision manager; Soy. James a lace cloth over green and
Term. Mrs. Downs re- gerater role in seeing that it's should be thawed in ita wrapp- Mr.
Nashville,
and Mrs Albert Cassity,
DEAR ABBY: Three years ago a "gay" guy wrote to turned to the hospital and Me* both practical and workable,— ings in the refrigerator and
Nash, Soy. Mel Evans, Soy. Ray centered with an arrangement
Sr., will observe their golden
you asking if he should marry if he could satisfy both parties. Workman visited her beo. Barletta Wrather, 209 Maple cooked soon after thawing.
Miller, and Soy. Joel Low, edu- ot red carnations flanked by
wedding
cational directors and instruct- burning tapers.
You advised him not to. Your advice was NOT taken, and they are to return to Michigan Street, Murray, Ky. 42071. However, thawed meat is no home fromanniversary at their
and
Mrs.
two to five pm. All
Bailey
Mrs.
Jack
unfrozen
than
perishable
more
Ors.
today he (and II are facing a situation identical to one I just on Wednesday.
Phone 753-1452
friends and relatives are invitJune Smith alternated at the
•
•
•
—
CourtPat
meat.
Everett,
•
•
•
read
in
your column from "Troubled Out West."
Mrs. Jobs made the trip b punch bowl.
ed to attend.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Joe RayThe neckline of your gar- house, Benton, Ky. 42025. TeleFor six years this "gay" guy and I had a romance going.
airplane from Paducab to Om
The hostesses were Mrs.
phone
527-6601.
Jenniments is a frame for your face
ha. She was. the organizer
(I am also "gay.") He decided that for "appearances" sake burn and baby daughter,
• ••
Kane, Miss Vivian Hale, Mrs.
Tenn., spent As such, it should be a suitable
the local chapter of the Wood Franklin Fitch, Mrs. Eugene
he should marry a young- woman he knew as a friend. [He fer Jo, of Memphis,
Two-thirds of the world's popartheir
with
making
holidays
the
frame
attractive
and
men national sorority, Tau P Flood, Mrs. Henry Fulton,. Mrs.
believed, as mazy homobeirueLs do, that if he married, all . ts, Mrs. Joe Nell Rayburn and
•
yeur face, "YOU" the center-of seabsepn eem.le Underdiele/oPelik•
Lambda. She has held several Robert Hats, and Mrs. "Raysuspicions of honemexuality wild disappear.I
r. and Mrs. Hugh M. Wald- interest. You may need to do ed countriestowliere food suPstate offices including TPL sor- mond Hewitt.
My friend's wife had "suspected" the truth about him, rop
some studying to find what plies are not sufficient to satis•• •
ority president of Kentucky.
••
•
but
of
course
he
admitted
nothing.
They've
been
married
for
types of necklines and what fy hunger. The U. S. Farmer
She is listed in "Outstanding
markets most of what he grows,
Hazel
three
of
years,
Brandon
have
one
Audie
child
Mrs
and another on the way.
Young Women of America" and
retaining only a small part of
Meanwhile his "gay" relationship with me has never has been dismissed from the
is a business graduate of Murhis prcduce for home use. —
Western Baptist Hospital, Pastopped. We see each other at least twice a week.
ray State University.
Maxine Griffin, Federal Bldg.,
ducah.
It is a game of hide and seek. He is not "happy" with his
The Murray woman resides
•••
Clinton, Ky 42031. Telephone
on Olive Street with her huswife, but he feels "safer" married. He also feels a sense of
653-2231.
Herbert Thurman of Memband, Sid, and two boys, Andy
obligation now that he is a "family man" I am not happy
•••
phis, Tenn., spent Saturday
and Ricky.
without him and I won't stop seeing him.
ThurHowell
brother,
his
with
with.
cook
to
wine
Learning
I have the feeling his wife knows about us but she will man, Mrs Thurman, their son,
makes a nceice feel like an
never give him up either.
'Failure to thi ,‘C, a
Paul, and daughter, Nancy,
expert.
I am writing only to say that if a girl suspects a man is South 9th Street. Another bro- rorreal growth t, ndrome
Flavoring with wine is easy.
"gay," but marries him anyway, hoping to change him, she ther, Preston Thurman of De- c haracteristic of riling, emo_
It is literally a matter of
is in for a big disappointment. Sign me
troit, Mich., is visiting in the tionall\ -deemed children, has
acreal
taste.
The
Howell Thurman home for the
TROUBLED OUT EAST
lasting ill cited, P\ on when
holidays.
complishment is to present the
children have been hospital•••
food in the best possible way.
DEAR ABBY When a rude person pushes ahead of me
ized to treat it. according to
Farmer
Lamar
Mrs.
and
Mr.
and that means serving wine
at a checkout line, I say with surprise and softly, "Oh, my have returned home after
a study recently completed at
v.•ith it at the table. Si
Once a lady, al/ays a lad
dear, I am so sorry, I did not mean to push ahead of you."
Pediatricians have become
spending a week with their
the University of Pittsburgh
doubles the enjoyment
unofficial "specialists" in the
so anymor
Not
It works like a charm The offender quickly backs away grandson and family, Mr. and
Medicine.
School of
treatment of the common cold.
the simplest wine-cooked
Mrs. Joe Farmer Orr and daughand suddenly becomes so very courteous.
were
children
long do your white
How
such
Fifteen
than
Keeps six to eight weeks on
They treat more colds
dishes.
If you print my letter, please use only my initials, and no ters, Leslie and Stephanie, of
gloves stay clean? How often
observed to 11 years after
any other group of physicians.
the shelf I Stores better undTenn.
Memphis,
Favorite
recipes
standard
town. Otherwise you might spoil my act.
M C H
has pollution you can't see,
Children's colds should not
host) italtzai ion. Evaluations
er refrigeration,
•••
can quickly become winebe neglected, as they can lead
but feel, caused your i‘es to
rrr made in the areas of
Robert Boitnott of Murray
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it eft
to serious complications such
flavored specialties by snhtide-omit
'Well
and
water, and fresh make-up to
I'l*sical
as otitis media (inflammation
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box 59705. Los .Angeles. Cal. his been a patient at the West
tiiting wine for part of the
run down your cheeks?
‘eleproviit. a n d homy ior.
Paducah
Hospital,
Baptist
ern
of the middle earl. Nasal obMM. For a personal reply enclose stamped. addressed
liquid called for in (hi, recipe,
•• •
rated
Thu teen of them
struction may be dangerous,
eaveleope.
not
For
have
instance,
who
burgundy
or
babies
for
Michael Reid of Murray has
too,
OUR DIRTY air makes
sithiioiriial in one or more of
yet learned how to breathe
claret adds prestige to a beef
been dismissed from the Estern
beauty lose its lustre. What's
areas, say Elizabeth Elthese
Fee
mouth.
Abby's sew booklet. "What Teee-Agers Wart te Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
through the
or lamb stew or Swiss steak.
a lady to do?
mer, MS S. and Dr. Grace
•.
A mild nose drop is most
Rimy." send $t to Abby. Sex MN, Lou Angeles, Cal. MM.
for
if
half
substituted
the
liStart your own anti-pollukeep
Gregg.
often recommended to
from
dismissed
Mager
Recently
quid called for in the recipe.
nasal passages free and eucampaign in the boudoir.
11414,
tion
an
and
wine
dinner
was
of while
Hospital, Paducah,
Lourdes
stachian tubes open.
Skin, eyes and hair were not
a dash of sben v in a haste
Murray.
of
butLayman
melted
Richard
of
amount
equal
Cold remedies good for
•••
built to handle these excess
obit(' sauce dovs At ,,nrierS for
ter makes a delicious seasonadults are often dangerous for
Morris of Dexter
Mary
Mrs
impurities, so you can take
creamed seafood or vegetaan infant, and should be
ing for chicken as it bakes or
has been a patient at the Westthe following piecautions•
checked out with a physician
broils.
bles. A basting sauce made
Paducah. Mr.
The Waiting Wives Club held ern Baptist Hospital,
and Mrs. Robert Wayne
A sooty city quickly covers
•• •
a special dinner meeting at the
Colson of Murray Route Two hair with dull film, requiring
re.
R
has
.
Denning
Mrs. Ruby
Holiday Inn on Saturday, Deare the parents of a baby boy, frequent shampooing. Councember 20, at seven o'clock in turned home after spending the Richard Wayne (Ricky), weigh- teract "over-washing" by ocholidays with her daughter, ing seven pounds fourteen ounthe evening.
casional oil treatMents or freA door prize of a Christmas Mrs. W. D. Tiedeman and Mr ces, born on Friday, December quent use of hair conditioners,
Ind.
Evansville,
of
centerpiece was donated by Tiedeman
28, at 9:04 p.m. at the Murray- to keep hair healthy and
Gene and Jo's Florist The win- Her granddaughter, Miss Ellen Calloway County Hospital
shiny.
ner of the prize was Mrs. Carol Tiedeman from Indiarui UniThe new father is employed
also
was
Bloomington,
versity,
Farris.
at the Murray Wholesale GroEYES SUFFER badly from
Gifts were exchanged by the there.
cery Company.
•••
soot and polluted fumes. Sungroup.
Grandparents are Mr. a n d
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Lee Mrs. E. R. Colson of Murray glasses give some protection
Later the young women were
from airborne dirt and soot,
the
are
Louisville
of
Walker
Wilinvited by Mrs. Tommy
Route Two and Mr and Mrs. plus cutting down squinting
guests of her mother, Mrs.
-inparents
of
home
the
to
liams
Roy
Route
Birdsong
of
Robert
Miller
Cadiz
Harold T. Hurt
and subsequent wrinkles. But
law, Mr. and Mrs. James C. Wil- W. Wilson and family, Olive One.
smog and other harsh tunics
in
other
relatives
and
Ronald Christopher
Street,
George E. Overbey, Sr.
the
where
Road,
Doran
liams,
Mrs. Maude Futrell of Cadiz irritate eyes behind the
County. is the paternal
group played cards Refresh- Murray and •Calloway
great grandmo- glasses and natural fluids
Edward Overbey
••
William Donald Overbey
Housewives: You can now
ments were also served there.
ther and Mrs. Daisy McWaters can't handle these irritants.
Wells Overbey
Nat Ryan Hughes
The next meeting will be Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Walker of Cadiz is the maternal great Keep eye lotion handy to
get Half & Half weeks ahead
held on Friday, January 9, at and children, Lynn, Ronnie, and grandmother.
'soothe and refresh slinging
with no danger of spoilage.
John A. Gregory, Jr.
James 0. Overby
• ••
eyes or to flush out foreign
seven p.m. with Mrs. Shore Martha Ann, of Brentwood,
Parker al hostess at the home Than., are the holiday guest/
Donald Jones
Paul Shapiro
Kenneth James is the name matter.
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. chosen by Mr. and Mrs. HowUse special cream or liquid
After once opened, its life
Ralph Bogard, South 16th Ronald W. Churchill, Cardinal ard Abner of 311 College Court, cleanser to kcer your facial
John
sister,
Mrs.
her
Drive,
and
is the same as regular Half
Street and Glendale Road. All
Murray, for their baby boy, skin soft and moist, and proand Half.
women whose husbands are a- . Imes and family of Akno.
weighing seven pounds 9% tect it from the drying effects
•• •
way in service are invited to
ounces, born on Saturday, De- Of frequent washing. Apply
The law offices above named on
attend_
moisturizer before and after
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald W ember 27, at 4:09 p.m. at the
• ••
Churchill, Jr., and children Murray-Calloway County Ho* washing.' Moisturizers are
good skin nourishers, especialPam and Ronald Ill, of Cleve- pital.
ly at night and in theenorning
Rig mixer
land, Ohio, are the guests of The jpew fieeer Is a student
••
before applying make-up.
observrei-;I Allit eV114.1., %frierTIT their parentf, Mr and. Mrs at Murley State University and
On and after January 3, 1970 the following hours will be
Hands are sometimes overwill
graduate
in
January.
Mr.
and
Churchill
W.
Ronald
largest nolair
by aplooked and frequent washing
ed: Monday through Friday Horn 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. or
nevi kiln is well at es; thine, r and Mrs. W R. Perry While Grandparents are Mrs, James dries and roughens Ahem.
pointment.
Cyttirld (:4). plant torts.. Thu kiln here they visited friends in Abner of Lexington and Mr. Keep hands pretty and soft
Grade "A" Division
and Mrs. Arnold Hickey of
is 7ft()
lieig atel .45 fret in Lawrenceburg, Tenn., their forby using hand lotion.
Saginaw,
Mich.
home.
mer
•Irr.
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PERSONAL.,

Her hubby hasn't
grown up yet!

%A. W444 What&

Mrs. Loretta Jobs
Attends School At
Omaha, Nebraska

Zeta Department
Has Open House At
Mrs. Kane's Home

)c.e/tE,

ALL NEW

Wine Cookery
Easy Way
To Specialty

Thriving
Failure

ALL-JERSEY

Lasting

Pediatrician
Becomes Cold
Specialist

Ladylike—
But Dirty?

Th:

Half & Half

TH

Made Nowhere but
in Murray, Ky.

Lea

c:*

Waiting Wives Club
Has Dinner Met
At Holiday InA

NOTICE

A.

HALF

The Murray Calloway County Bar Association compose
ed of the following attorneys:

'10

eft

1111LV

Li

Foil Lined Carton to
Insure Freshness

Announces the
CLOSING of

Saturday January 3, 1970 and on each
Saturday thereafter

Ryan Milk

.n... .4,n,

a.

Nat Ryan Hughes, President

Fl

Company

,

Boon

30 16ii
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for
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r'rances

1910'S
FIRST BABY

mented
insettia'
with a

e PauRobLinda
arilyn
, Nita
Cindy
enice
Kimnna

RULES

Mrs
WilFred

4. Applications must be received at
the Ledger & Times office by Monday, January 5, 1970.

1. Winning baby must be born in this
county.
2. Parents must be residents of this
county.

31
ce
t of
the
Club
a. 1..

3. Exact time of birth must be certified by attending physician.

PS

Lows,
else,

deo
elf
AU

A FREE CHICKEN DINNER

Box of Disposable Dlcpers

Daniel Boone
Chicken N Beef

For the First Baby of 1970
compliments of

CONVENIENT FOOD MART
A REFRESHING

TWO FREE TICKETS TO

compliments of

vlt-

II

CAN OF SPRAYNET
Mother of 11711

NO0Oran

FREE - 10 GALLONS OF GAS
of Miss or Mr. Int

A DOZEN BEAUTIFUL RED ROSES
For The First Mother of my

For TM First

from
The Charm BeautySalon

from

compliments of

Shirley Florist

& S Oil

THREE LONG PLAY ALBUMS

For the Parents of the First

FIRST BABY of 1970 with Its

of MO

FIRST PAIR OF SHOES

Leach's Music And TV

I

compliments of

Outland

Ryan Shoe Store

2 REGULAR DINNERS

A SAVINGS ACCOUNT NOW OPEN
For First Miss or Mr. 1970

of Miss or Mr. 197$
compliments of

at

Kentucky Fried Chicken

Bank of Murray

BABY CUP

A GIFT FOR THE FIRST BABY

For the First Baby of 19711

— OF 11S —

compliments of

Dale & Stubblefield

Lindsey's

•

FREE CAKE
Baby

the
We would like to say CONGRATULATIONS to

compliments of

5. In the event of a tie, the awards will
go to the first received.

Jewelry

L.

Bakery

30 Quarts of Homogenized Milk
For the First Baby of MO
compliments of

Ryan Milk Company
SHAMPOO & SET for MOTHER
of Miss or Mr. 1170

Murray Beauty Salon
Morthsid• Shopping Ceni•I
Murray, Iy.

- Rexall Drug -

TA. Woman Who

CaT1111.

•

SHIPLEY YOUTH SHOP

ONE MONTH

FREE DIAPER SERVICE
from

Cain And Taylor

compliments

Super Shell Service
Max McCuiston, owner

FREE PIZZA or ITALIAN
SPAGHETTI DINNER
To Patents of First Miss

Of Mr.

of ION

10 GALLONS OF GASOLINE

To Father of First Miss or Mr. 1970

A GIFT FOR THE NEW BABY
"WE MAJOR IN MINORS"

For the Parents of the First Baby

FREE - 10 GALLONS OF GAS

LOVE'S STUDIO

•

Ar PHOToGRAPH OF THE NEW BABY

•
•

1170
RVING _MURRAY FOR 34 YEARS

Boone's Ldry - Cleaners

Trenholm's Drive-In

7--

•
503 Poplar Street

pc.
4"fr......
.
•**********************************************************************************************************.......*elk
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BONDS AND PREFERRED STOCKS

1970 BUMF-RS PROFILE
The latter part of 1969 saw industrial activity turn
downward. Even before that development, corpora
te profits after
taxes had already crested over (starting in the second
quarter
of 1969). The Babson Staff anticipates a further
slowdown in
business in 1970. There is no anticipation of a serious recessi
on,
although we cannot rule out such a possibility
if prolonged
labor tie-ups upset supply - demand ratios. Howeve
r, if there
are no radical disruptions on the labor front or on the
international scene, the general expectation is that busines
s will
experience a gradual slippage during the first six to
nine months
of 1970. If the automobile industry can come
to terms with
the United Auto Workers without too much trouble,
a noticeable
pick-up in general business could emerge in the closing
months
of 1970.
Gross National Product. The Babson Staff forecasts
a 4 percent to 5 percent rise in theitotal dollar value of goods
and
services which will be produced in 1970 compared with
1969.
However, this is in terms of current dollar value, which will
reflect the further inflationary rise in price tags
expected
in the next twelve months. But on a physical volume basis
(adjusted for price changes) Gross National Product
is not
likely to show mush change compared with the deflated 1969
GNP.
The components of the Gross National Product figure should
be generally firm. The most important segment is persona
lconsumption expenditures, which should continue the upward
trend. This reflects not only the increase in price structures
but also the natural growth of demand from the shift in the
nation's population profile, plus the higher levels of persona
l
income and inccme per family. However, the sizable increas
es
of recent years in personal consumption expenditures will not
occur in 1970.
The next important segment of the G,NP is private domestic
investment . Here, also, 1970 should see only a small increas
e
over 1969. High borrowing costs, tight credit, and the
pinch
on corporate profit margins are likely to dampen capital
investment.
State and local spending will be one of the stronger elemen
ts
of the Gross National Product in 1970. The fight to cure major
social ills must be waged at the state and municipal levels,
with help from the Federal Government. Factors which should
lift state and local spending include the need for more public
housing, urban redevelopment, improved mass transportation
facilities, and highway betterment to prevent traffic strangulation of urban centers. In addition, operating coats of standard
municipal facilities for public protection, education, and
sanitation are all up shauly.
Federal spending will be the soft spot in the GNP structure.
in all probability, Federal spending in 1970 will be
little
changed to a shade lower because of cutbacks
in military
spending and stretch-outs in large dollar volume federal
projects. However, any savings in military outlays will
be absorbed by higher expenditures in the civilian segment
of the
economy.
Industrial Production - As indicated in the introductory
part
of this section of the forecast, we currently expect the downtu
rn
In industrial production which began last September
to persist
through at least the next six months, with a possibil
ity that it
might extend through the,, summer. Industrial product
ion is
generally measured on a physical-volume basis and
does not
reflect price changes.
At this point, the Rabson's Reports staff does not
foresee
a deep -receesion. Instead, the expectation is that
factory
ouiput will trace a gradual downward path
in the first half
and a leveling off or the start of a revival in the third
quarter,
at a seasonally adjusted rate. In the final 1970 quarter,
industrial
activity should show definite upside progress. Overall
, the
Babson's Reports staff projects a possible slippag
e of about
5 percent to the low point of factory operations, with
the subsequent revival narrowing the net decline for full
year 1970
versus 1969 to around 3 percent.
Building and Construction - The building and constru
ction
field will not show much vigor until the monetary
authorities
shift to a less restrictive credit policy. Thereafter, this
sector
of the economy should pick up momemtum and end
the year
on a strong note. Activity in the home-building field
is expected
to pace the smart resurgence of new construction outlays
. But
unless the ease in iredit occurs early in 1970, new
housing
starts for the full year will do well to equal the number
of units
started in 1969.
Business Profits - To the extent that businesses are unable
to lift prices and cut costs sufficiently to offset
increases
in labor and other operating costs, corporate
profits after
taxes in 1970 may slip below the rate of earnings
for 1969 as
a whole. Barring an industry-wide tie-up of auto
producers
by the UAW, or a protracted series of strikes
against each
of the "Big Three" auto manufacturers in the
fall of 1970,
the anticipated upturn in business sometime after
mid-year,
plus the probable expiration of the surtax, should
help to stem
the erosion of corporate profits in the last six months
.
Employment. It now appears that the downslide
in business
Is not likely to be of sufficient magnitude and duration
to create
sharp cut-backs in employment during 1970. Manage
ment is
particularly aware of the difficulty of acquiring skilled
, competent, and conscientious help and hence the tendenc
y will be to
keep existing crews intact wherever possible. But the
average
length of work weeks will be trimmed further during the
winter
and spring weeks of 1970, which will automatically
curtail
additionally the amount of overtime.
Unemployment - The ranks of the jobseekers , neverth
eless,
will show a definite increase in 1970 over that of 1969. Slowing
business will take the greatest toll upon unskilled and margin
al
workers. The jobless rate may rise to 5 percent of the civilian
labor force before business can "turn the corner" in
1970.

Prospects for consumer spending in 1970 seem none
too
promising, particularly for durable goods. The Babson's Re.
ports staff projects a slight downward bias in physical volume
of retail trade until industrial activity perks up. Total dollar
volume of retail sales, however, again will be bolster
ed
by higher prices.
However, the growth and structure of the nation's population
demographic changes, and wage hikes, will augment consum
er
buying power-the corrosive effects of inflation upon the
purchasing power of the dollar notwithstanding. Thus, having
already trimmed their sales in 1969, consumers may evidenc
e
buying interest sooner than seems justified right now.
MONEY RATES

^

There is little doubt that the most onerous phase of the
rise in interest rates which has plagued us for the past five
years has reached a crest. Although corporate bond offerin
gs
in the closing weeks of 1969 still carried generous coupons
and yields, the outlook favors some easing in money rates
in 1970. Perhaps the most significant reduction will occur
in the cost of short-term loans. The cost of long-term money
should also ease some, but not to any significant degree.
There simply is far too much demand for long-term capital
for projects which have been postponed by the excruciating credit
squeeze, and for upcoming social programs.
Mortgage Rates - Mortgage borrowings are in the long-term
category. Therefore, while modest reductions in mortgageborrowing rates are very likely to occur in 1970, pent-up
demand for housing (both single family units and apartments)
pretty well assuree brisk demand for Mortgage money once
Interest rates start to slip.
Dullness Loans - Because of the anticipated further slowdown in industrial activity,
demand for business Is -"Ibr

I
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the greater proportion of 1970 should moderate
rotative to
1969. Inventory accumulation will naturally be conside
rably
diminLshed, if not actually temporarily replaced by invento
ry
liquidation programs. For these reasons, short term
money
rates - including the prime rate, yields on Treasu
ry bills,
commercial paper, and other short-term debt Instruments
will decline until business perks up again.

(abolises/ Press% Pees 1)
that an economic breathing spell during 1970 will take
the
p. ensure off labor demands.

CONSUMERS TO THE RESCUE

&

As we eater 1970, prices of bonds and preferr
ed stocks
are well depressed, and yields are the most generous in
over
a century. Therefore, these two types of securities provide
very attractive investments for those who are in need
of a
high current income, but the prospect of an upward adjust
ment
in market prices for bonds and preferred stocks as money
rates decline clearly indicates that there is also the opportunity
for capital appreciation.
Maximum Income - Where the highest possible yield is necessary (in the case of investors who are entirely dependent
upon investment income) and for certain institutional accoun
ts,
there are many high-quality bonds and preferred stocks which
can be purchased to tie down the generous yields now available.
Income Plus Appreciation - Many investors are not comple
tely dependent upon current income. For these investors, bonds
or prelerreds which carry a relatively low coupon rate or
dividend rate can provide both generous current yield
plus
capital appreciation potential.
Investors who are interested in a reasonable investment
Income plus some capital appreciation beyond the immediate
future (the latter factor representing an inflation hedge) should
not overlook good convertible bonds and preierreis. The stock
market decline has pulled most convertible securities down to
the point where their current yields are quite attractive. Those
issues trading close to, or right at, their conversion value
stand the best chance of moving upward in price when their
respective common shares stage a rebound.
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shakeout to opal up capital gains opportunities for every
investment objective. Over a short span oftime,the downtrodden
prosaic and more cyclical issues can provide just as encouraging
profits as the growth issues offer. In this corner of the bargain
counter, we of the Babson's Reports staff point to the values
and recovery potential of such common stock groups as the
oils, the natural gas producers, and the building materials
and construction equipment issues. The "oversold" label can
be tacked on to other groups, including the stocks of companies
In the aircraft, rubber products, and the original-equipment
auto parts field. And do not overlook the well trampled conglomerate stocks, and the long-suffering agricultural equipm
ent
shares.
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SNOW ME SOME
NEW TWISTS
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HERE ARE SOME COMMON
WE'LL DO
OUR BIT

BITS
•POWER BORE BITS
HAVE SHARP, POINTED
TIPS FOR ACCURATE
CENTERING. SPUR
CUTS FIBERS

to an unusually heavy volume
of tax selling this year, Hayden,
Stone Inc. says. Many people
seem more inclined to tak
•AUGER BITS
losses in 1969 than to carr
CENTER TIP ON
them over to next year when
AWL MARK.
tax rates may be lower. The
SPUR OUTLINES
pressure on some stocks may
HOLE BY SEVERING
NEW YORK (UPI)-The
well continue right through the
FIBERS. CUTTERS
REMOVE STOCK
stock market is primaril close of the market Dec. 31.
WITHOUT TEARING.
POWER
WOOD
concerned about the outlook for Bargain hunting seems justified
AUGER
BORE BIT
DRILL BIT BIT
monetary policy, Argus R at this time, but "aggressive
search Corp. observes. Sinc buying action would be imBE SURE TO TIGHTEN US SQUARELY
the October rally was accompa- prudent," the firm says.
Ng 273
AND SECURELY IN DRILL
nied by a boost in capital
--spending plans, the monetary Utilities have now traced out a
sd
±fiBle
authorities are likely to be on "bottom reversal pattern" in
guard against a similar deve- the face of heavy tax s4ing
s , G. before any upswing can be ment in monetary or internalopment, the firm says. A F. Hutton Inc. says.
may regarded as substantial, Hutton tional news, the absence of
market rally at this time could well be the pattern that will be adds.
seasonal tax selling after Dec.
prove counter-productive,
seen in other areas of the
--31 should allow stock prices to
market as they test their lows Even if one assumes no
--recover somewhat in the first
The market has been subject of last week, a usual requisite significant near-term improveQuarter of 1970.

Wall Street
Chatter

BARGAIN COUNTER FOR COMMON STOCKS
The unnerving market performance of 1969 hardy seems
to
be a source of inspiratioa..for investors, particularly with
business and corporate profit prospects uninspiring for
the
first half of 1970. The long experienceof the Babson Organi
zation, however, has shown time and agaiokat the best profits
can be garnered from bargain hunting forays when the stock
market has been !mocked down and the "buy high, sell higher"
sophisticates are quivering in their boots. "Mod" economics
notwithstanding, there is no substitute for the hard-nosed
investment philosophy of "buy low, sell high", as this approa
ch
carries the least downside risk and a maximum of upside
potential,
Growth Areas The research staff of Babson's Reports
currently favors investments in such stock groups as life
Insurance, savings and loan, leisure time, cosmetics, electronic data processing software, pollution control, solid waste
disposal, integrated circuits, and certain of the precious and
primary metals (notably silver, platinum, and aluminum) for
investors interested in longer range growth.
Oversold Issues For Rebound Potential-Investors who require
some base of current income often find themselves
shut off
from the growth stocks. But there is nothing like a good market
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West Main, 32' x 75'
753-3069.

TWO-ROOM furnished
meat on firstAlbor. C
school and )
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WILL RENT small fu
apartme.nt to suitable
lady. $70.00 per monti
ties furnished. Outside er
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12' WIDE modern moi
carpeted, $90.00 per
Phone 753-8333.

HELP WANTED
'URB HOP wanted. Nigh
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einale Apply in person ti
astle, Chestnut Streel
halm calls please.
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5 :00
:30

BEAUTIFUL NEW V
Apartments, South 11
across from Weetvie
Home. Two bedr0(
utility room, living to
en and dining area.
Electric heat. Air co
Refrigerator, built in
oven, dishwasher and
disposal furnished. Pb
4474 or 753-3866.
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house, 412 Sycamore,
753-2325.
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2 10°
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WHY NOT rent will
for a home? Four-bec
home, 2% blocks fix
city shcool district.
to August let. Phom
if no answer call 7
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refrigerator and air
er furnished No ch,
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Phone 753-7921
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HOPKINSVILLE FEDERAL SAYINGS It LOAN ASSN.
304 E . Main

REAL ESTATE FOR $I
REDUCED for quick sale.
er leaving Murray, Januar
Two-bedroom home with
large living and dining
Newly redecorated. Shag
peting 'throughout. bee
draperies and wall paper,
Inc heat and air-conditk
New Frigidaire appliance
dudes range with self-dc
oven, refrgerator with ve
freezer and automatic ice
er, also dishwasher and ga
disposal. This is an in
decorators home and mu
seen to be appreciated. (C
18th St Phone 753-1474 oi
4775 after 3:00 p. m. to
pointment
Jan
SPACIOUS two-story trad
al house, built less than
Years, four bedrooms, 24 I
living room, dining room,
15' family room, with
fire;
two car garage, central
and air, completely
landsc
i'hone 753 7905.

AUCTION SALE
AUCTION, Saturday, Jai
3, 1970 at 1:00
P. 133.,
from Hazel School at the a1
Dick_ulace. Items for sal
lude: living room suit, cl
lamps, Jenny Lind bed,
ea:me suite, TV, refrige
stove, breakfast room suit
nette set, several pieces o
furniture, some hand '
cook ware and dishes
and
items to numinous
to
tiort, Wayne Wilson
Auctii,
Ph.one 753-3263 or
753-50

aOf

to
.st
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INTEREST RATE UP
Winters album
CARD OF THANKS
WASHINGTON (UPI) -The
We wish to express our sinHOLLYWOOD (UPI) cere thanks and appreciation to Jonathan Winters recorded his average interest rate for a
mortgage cross
those who were so thoughtful second album for Columbia Rec- conventiqual
and kind to us after the loss of ords tided "Stuff'n Nonsense' the country last month was 8.13
our beloved husband and fa- which includes 24 comedy per cent, according to the
Loan Bank
ther, William R. Brittain. A sketches from 30 seconds to 90 Federal
Home
special thanks to the friends seconds in length.
Board.
and neighbors for the beautiful
The rate one year earlier was
* * *
floral arrangements, also the
7.21 per cent, the board
food. May God richly bless each Gielgud-Johnson
Although the rate Mr November
NOTICE
a( you is our prayer.
AUTOS POE SALE
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - John 1969 was the same as for
Mrs. Flora Mae Brittain
Gielgud and Celia Johnson will October 1969 Board Chairman
EIMTONE factory fresh
and Children
Mg aid batteries for all mak*
star in "The Battle of Shrivings' Preston Martin predicted there
would be another rise, probably
hearing aids., Wallis Drugs.
in the London Theater.
this month,

LEDGER

THE

SO,Tiede
F/14f
1101#11W THE
FOR RENT

140T1C11

WHY NOT rent while you shop
for a home? Four-bedroom brick
home, 2% blocks from campus,
city shcool district. Will lease
to August 1st. Phone 753-7772.
if no answer call 753-7707.
J-11X
BEAUTIFUL NEW Valarah Les
Apartments, South 16th Street,
across from Weetview Nursing
Home. Two bedrooms, hatb,
utility room, living room, kite&
en and dining area. Carpeted..
Electric heat. Air conditioned.
Refrigerator, built in stove and
oven, dishwasher and garbage
disposal furnished. Phone: 7534974 or 753-3880.

.
12' WIDE modern mobile I
carpeted, $90.00 per month.
D-30-C
Phone 753-8333.

TWO-BEDROOM duplex. - Stove,
refrigerator and air condition
er furnished No children
pets. $90.00 per month, $50.00
deposit. 1314 Vine. Phone 7
J-3-C
5792.
TWO - BEDROOM f
house, 412 Sycamore.
753-7.325.

Inmonsonsmunimmg
Last of December
Offer Only
1970

CAIN & TAYLOR
GULF STATION
*

EXCLUSIVE- DISTRIBUTORS

Contact Mac Fitts, Charlie
Jenkins, J. H. Nix.

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.

SAFTBILT

TIRES

BUSINESS BUILDING at 1301
West Main, 32' x 75'. P I I
753-3069.

lize the Tread
Fiberglass B
Polyester Cord Runs Smooth and Cool
Safety Stop Treadwear Indicators
Luxurious Turnpike Design

TWO-ROOM furnialsel \caPart
meat an firstz-froor. Close to
school and lxispital. Prefer eld
erly-a-.couple. Phone 7534871.
.1-2X

'NUSUAL OPPORTUNITY. A
ture executive type concernabout his future. A sincere
aire to succeed, life time sales
'tion, no travel, excellent
rting salary plus commisns. "Equal Opportunity Emloyer M F". Call Dave Dunir 443-8765 or send resume to
rawer 691, Paducah, Kentucky.
J-9-C
VON CALLING- Don't just
aink about being a RrPresent
,
ve--Be one-Act Now-Write
call Mrs. Evelyn L. Browns
von Mgr., Shady Grove Road,
anion, Ky. 42064, phone 965163.
H-J-2-C
ANTED: day cook at Trenolm's Drive-In, 12th a n d
Chestnut. Apply in person. No
phone calls.
2-3-C

1967 SIIMCA GL S-1000. One
owner, radio, heater,- white
walls, four speed, 25,000 miles.
Phone 753-7241 after 6:00 p. m.
•
J-2-P
1960 CHEVY 6 cylinder, standard transmission, extra nice,
$250.00. Call 436-23.23.
J-2-C

Household & Commercial

We Are Now Selling
COUNTRY HAMS
at $1.10 Lb.
We still have that good
country San c0ge
SHROAT'S MEAT
MARKET
109 North 5th Street

1963 PONTIAC Bonneville, 4door, all power and air, local
cat. Call 436-2323.
2-2-C

Phone 753-2953
TFC

YOU FOLKS

IA

TENNESSEE

1 Away
2-Ventilate
3-Earthquakes
4 Novetties

THERE'S JOE 6ARA6IOLA, AND
JACK NICKLAUS, AND B088q ORR,
AND FRED GLOVER, AND HANK AARON
AND PANCH4-GONZALES AND..

See Our Selection of Fine Used Cars

One owner, new car trade-in,
Bright red outside, red bucket seats with console and
automatic shift in floor. Power steering, 15,281 miles. A
top notch car.
This Car Is Priced at
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HE'LL 6E HERE..I4E'5 THERE'S PEGGY!
PROBABLq SIGNING HI, SWEETIE,
AUTOGRAPHS OR REMEAlf3ER ME?
50MENING..

WHERE'S JOE SHLABOTNIK ?
HE'S SUPPOSED TO SE SITTING
AT OUR TABLE...

•-s

FOR SALE
PIANOS, GUTTARS, Banjos and
others. Christmas special, used
Baldwin, also 5 foot Baby
Grand. Reed's Music, Hwy SR
Phone 527-8055, Benton. Ky.
Jan.-5-C

(2- 30

by Ernie Bushrniller

Nancy

(

DON'T

?0AFING
AGAIN --YOU'RE
SO
LAZY)

4lati

SAY THAT-LOAFING- IS A
VERY TIRING
THING TO DO

BALDWIN ORGANS, new and
used Spinet kianos. Lonardo
Piano Company. "Your Complete Music Store" Across from
Post Office, Paris, Tann.
H D-30-C

4.AL.

KEN -TEN
BUILDING
SUPPLIES
•

Murray's"'
Plywood
Center
207 Maple'Street" Phone 753-6513

BECAUSE
YOU CAN'T
STOP AND

REST/

(
400

- •
A

THE MURRAY Aquarium and
Pet Shop will close for remodeling December 25. We will reJ-3-C
open January 3, 1970.

HOW CAN
LOAFING
BE
TIRING?

e•-•

REGISTERED Irish setter pupTFC
pies. Phone 753-1748.
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by R. Van Buren

Abbie'N Slats
WHAT SEEMS TO BE
(
YER MET WITH A LI'L ACCIDENT
THE TROUBLE'? WHY
SA4C1/40005
YER
CAN'T YOU RAISE
ANC) WHEN WE GET YER TIED UP
OUR rivvAc'eR"
GOOD AN' PROPER,YER GOIN' TE
FORCE IN CRABTREE
GET YER COMEUPPANCE!
CORNERS :77
cisei

eme67oo

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.

PROMPT and guaranteed washer, dryer, range, dishwasher
AUCTION, Saturday, January and refrigerator service. Paul's
Jan.-15.0
3, 1970 at 1:00 p. m., across Phone 753-9865.
from Hazel School at the Erritt
DUN:RITE. Roofing. and Siding
DieLniane. Items for sale '
Co. Shingle and roll roofing and
living room suits, chai
siding.
Aluminum
epalri.
lamps, Jenny Lind bed, bedGuaranteed workmanship.
noo:-. suite, TV, refrigerator,
Feb.-3-C
Phone 489.2425.
stove, breakfast room suite, dinette set, several pieces of old
furniture, some hand tools,
COON ware and dishes and other
WANTED TO BUY
items to numerous to menban. Wayne Wilson Auctioneer. WANTED: a good used piano.
1TC
Phan. 753-3263 or 7534086. Call 753-5076.

46-Toll
47 Beam
48 Music:
as written
49 Man's name
50 Male
sheep
53 Negative

•

BEFORE WINTER WEATHER

1968
OLDSMOBILE 442

30
34 Changed
36-Ireland
38 Bumpkin
40 Piece of
dinnerware
41 Aquatic
mammal
45 Possessive
pronoun

•

COME BY AND SEE OUR SNOW TIRES

AUTOS FOR SALE
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It will pay you to

check on the price of these tires!

$237500

4-

DOWN

Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle

by Charles M. Schulz

LOOK AT ALL'THE
FAMOUS ATHLETES
CAARLIE BROWN

MEAL ESTATE FOR SALA

•s.

HIS OWN ATTORNEY - Accused of masterminding the
Sharon Tate and LaBianca
slayings in Los Angeles. hippie cult leader Charles Manson smiles as he leaves the
courtroom with a sheaf of
legal papers. He was given
approval to act as his Own
attorney at his trial.

35 Thatis (abbr)
36-Actual being
37-Girl's name
39-Italian coffee
42 Bacteriologist's
wire
43-Boundary
44-Journey
46-Unit of
French
currency
48-Speech
impediment
51 -Dine
52Co in
54-Guido's
high note
55-Organ of
sight
56-Ficats
in air
57-Obscure

5-Underground
parts of plant
6-Limb
7-Pronoun
8-Freedom
from
narrow limits
9-The ones
here
10-Fish eggs
11 -Affirmative
16 Ireland
18 Nerve
network
20-Massive
21 Girl's
nickname
22-Monsters
24 Detests
25-Parts in
play
26-River in
France
28 Fragrances
33 The caama

Peanuts

REDUCED for quick sale. Owner leaving Murray, January 1st.
Two-bedroom home with extra
Contact Mac Fitts, Charlie
large living and dining mom
Jenkins, J. H. Nix.
Newly redecorated. Shag carONE WHITE Toy Poodle, eleven
peting 'throughout. beautiful
weeks old. 503 Olive Street,
draperies and wall paper, elecMurray. Phone 753-1246. D-30-C
tric heat and air-conditioning
81N1 FORD tractor with disc. Call
New Frigidaire appliances, inMurray, Ky. 436-5523 after fciur p. in. 2-2-C
cludes range with self-cleaning S. 12th Street
Phone 753-2617
oven, refr'gerator with vertical
ANTIQUES: 1873 Maastricht;
freezer and automatic ice mak(131c
.455-70 rifle. Brass Andirons,
er, also dishwasher and garbage
small dressers, mantle bed, love
disposal. This is an interior
seat and rocker. Phone 753-7241
decorators home and must be
2-2-P
after 6:00 p. in.
seen to be appreciated. 920 N
OFFERED
SERVICES
18th St. Phone 753-1474 or 753WELL PUMP. Phone 426-2293.
4775 after 5:00 p. m. for apJ-2-P
resides*
PROFESSIONAL
pointment.
Jan.--C
mew.
roll,
Brig*
kW painting.
Free atimatet
SPACIOUS two-story tradition- Referendum
1)414
al house, built less than two Phone 7534488.
NOTICE
Years, four bedrooms, 2% baths,
remodeling,
living room, dining room, 31' x FOR YOUR home
15' family room, with fireplace, additions and repairs. Free estitwo car garage, central heat metes. Call 7534123. Jan.-20X
and air, completely landscaped. SAWS FILED, electric heaters
Phone 753-7905.
2-2-P and all small appliances repaired. 512 R So. 12th SL, 7536087.
Jan.41-C
AUCTION SALE

name

Both

PEAN UTS

ANTED: housekeeper to live
n. Room and Board plus sal. Phone 753-2984.
D-30-C

9-Attempt
12-Evergreen tree
13-Chief artery
14iGarden tool
15-liberty
17 Woodyplants
19-Light rain
20-Hastens
21 Moroccan
native
23 Window
coverings
27-Concur
29-Chills arid lever
30-Faroe Islands
whirlwind
31 Titleof respect
(abbr.)
32-Satiated
34-Mohammedan

Phone 753-59711

1969 VOLKSWAGEN. 1965 Dart,
in
automatic, four door.
excellent condition and are loD-30-C
cal. Call 753-3579.

HELP WANTS°
•L'RB HOP wanted. Night
5 90 p. m. to 11 p. m., male
ernale Apply in person to Dart
astfe, Chestnut Street. No
hone calls please.
TFC

1 -Grain
4-Fragile

-1ENNIIMEMMir
Miracle Water
Filters

AUTOS PCIII, BALI

WILL RENT small furnished
apartment to suitable working
lady. $70.00 per month, utilities furnished. Outside entrance.
Will need car. Phone 753-1794.
J-2-C

1

TREE SURGEON. Evergreens
trimmed or removed. Lendseeping. Yard care. For these
Services call Kelley's Termite
and Pen Conrtol 753-3914, 10aged 100 South 13th Street.
11-D-31-C

Willis 0. Colson

I '

THREE-BEDROOM brick house
1% baths, fireplace. AvaLlabl
Feb. 1 $160.00 per month.
Phone 753-4891 from 9:00 a. m.
D-31-C
till 9:00 p. m.

ACROSS

Murray, Ky.
S. 12th Street
Makes water soft by getting
Phone 75.3-2617
rid of irons and acidsl
d31c1

GI=

* CS
Ghana is roughly the size of
Oregon.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

2179.25

DEgin

Pho

CALENDAR Desk Stand, 'Hee Haw'location
* * *
and refills are now available at
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - "Hee
Thomas A. Edison invented
the Ledger k Time. Office Sup- Haw," which will replace the
electric lamp in 1879.
the
TFNC
ply store.
cancelled CBS series "The Leslie
ELECTROLUX SALES & Sea' Uggams Show," will be filmed in
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C. Nashville, Tenn.
M. Sentirrs. Phone 382-3114,
LyrinvWe, Kentucky. Jan.-20.0

NEW 1%9 CHEVROLET
VAN
Tinted windshield, rear door
glass, side door glass, aux,
iliary seat, body side door.
front stabilizer, heavy duty
front springs, heavy duty
rear springs. Yellow, black
vinyl trim.
Suggested Price $2679.25
SAVE $500.00
Selling Price .

Phone 753-5162

Corner of Sixth & Main

St

-

I 6ET i40 ANSWER.SIR. THEY'RE
PROBABLY BuSY TYIK6 UP 1,..005E
ENDS BEFORE THEY REPORT
BACK!

ur Abner
(WHAT ELSE COULD
AN DO?
PAID
ME
DOLLANS!.
FOUR
50 YO'GiVE-tH' C),KIL'FIIS
6
A PLAN TO EX-CAPE US ON i
SADIE HAWKINS DA"/?

by Al Capp
THEN AN S'POSE WE'LL
NAFTA PAY •40' FIVE.,
TODETRA'EMW

0'
1
1

IT'S MIGH, AH KNOW BUT THEY'S NAAH
LIFE-LONG FRI EN DS
ITD
ESE UNI
'FAIR
TO
THEM TO TAKE LESS!!
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EDITOR'S NOTE: America's
moral and religious climate
underwent severe strains and
changes in the 1960s, years that
saw a drift away from the
church, brought an era of
permissiveness, and a challenge
by youth to We mores of their
elders. Will the 1970s bring
further changes, see a continuing necline in morality as it has
been defined in the past? Louis
Cassels, who discusses these
questions in
the following
article, brings to the subject
the experience of many years
as a lecturer and prize-winning
writer on religion for United
Press Intereetinnal.
eeelet:0%—tdiR;SS.VANNSISSS:eeeei:e;:::::;:;:
By LOUIS CASSELS
UPI Senior Editor
The 1960s have been, and the
1970s almost certainly will be, a
time of moral crisis.
This fact is so widely
acknowledged one might think
that on this point, at least,
contemporary society has
achieved consensus.
But the consensus is more
apparent than real. For the
phrase "moral crisis" means
different things to different
people.
To some particularly in the
generatinne born before 1940, it
signifies a collapse of standards
governing individual behavior,
Its manifestations include casual acceptance of sex relationships outside marriage; increasing consumption of drugs
and
alcohol;
cheating
on
examinations and tax returns;
a sharply rising rate of violent
crime; and a pervasive disrespect for law.
To others, particularly the
young, the moral crisis stems
from the failure of society and
its institutions to practice what
they
preach about justice,
equality and human brotherhood. Its manifestations include
racism, militarism, gross disparities in wealth, and the callous I
use of power to crush dissent.
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Changes In 1910s

Is Major Factor
behave decently, justly and
morality itself seems to be
as a dynamic force in humai religion is flourishing. No the future-- the only rational
Majority Can Afford Pleasure generously toward
Baptist theologian Kenneth L. losing
others even affairs
its meaning for increasphenomenon of the '60s better beefs for making prognosticamodern
Chafin has suggested that this
America, a when they believe
In
that the
ing numbers of men and
Both trends seem likely to illustrates the dual trend than tions about what lies ahead— it
substantial majority of the moral code is
sharp difference of viewpoint
sanctioned by a persist during
women in our society."
the 1970s, parti- the widespread appearance of seems likely the 1970s will be a
Population can afford an all-out righteous
Is a major factor in the much- "To
God.
violate moral standards
cularly among young people, In "underground
pursuit of pleasure.
discussed generation gap.
churches" — time of continuing religious
Take away that belief— or
while at the same time
e words of one college small, informal associations of ferment.
booming economy undermine it
"Young people today tend to be
a
Althoug
h
with a sufficien
acknowledging their authority
Churches will be seriously
cilitatee
idealistic about social issues
the practice of degree of unacknowledg student, "God Is in, but the worshippers who love God but
is one thing," said Herberg. neooni
ed church is out."
distrust the "establishment" divided, and perhaps torn apart,
sm, It cannot by itself doubt—and there
and relativistic about personal
is left, for
"To lose all sense of moral
The declining vigor of institu- that speaks in his name.
by controversy. They may suffer
persuade men that having fun most people, no
morality," he said, "while their claim,
inner resource tional religio
to repudiate all moral
substantial losses of memberPeople Care Intensely
n can be demonis the main purpose of life. strong enough to withstand
elders often are just the authori
ty and every moral
the strated with statistics. Church
Evidently, large numbers of ship and financial support.
That idea gains currency only test of any seriou
opposite."
s temptation. membership,
standard as such, is something
which grew at a people care intensely whether
But even as they undergo this
when
large
number
The
s of people And what of religion itself?
distinguished
Jewish far more serious."
phenomenal rate of 3.5 per cent God exists and whether there travail, their ancient messagebecome convinced that there is Religion, viewed as
philosopher, Dr. Will Herberg, Herber
institu- a year during the peak
g fears that contemyears of are ways in which his reality the good news that "God is real
no eternal truth, no transcen- nal activity, lost
has warned that "the really porary
ground the post-World War
society
is drifting
ll religious may be known through personal and loves us" — will reign—
dent source of value—in short,iduriug the 1960s.
serious threat to morality in toward a moralit
y because it is no
revival, registered a gain of encounter. Some believe, some wide and attentive hearing from
God.
our time consists not in the permeated with
Quest Gains Strength
the assumption
only
.5 per cent during the past coif, many waver between millions who have learned that
multiplying violations of an that "havin
But
religion, viewed as
g fun" is the chief
year.
faith and doubt, but few are they just can't make it on the
accepted moral code, bet in the end of human existen
Individ
ual
The
meanin
quest
vast
g
for
in
majori
ty
of human
ce.
While institutional religion is indifferent,
thin soup of a godless secularfact that the very notion of
beings find it hard enqugh to life, appeared to gain strength
taking its lumps, personal Projecting present trends into ism.
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A Big Group Ladies Dresses

i

88

This risk of dying sums
age men is lowest on I
Plains of the Unita
and highest on the es
If we lived on the
we would be tempted
to the Great Plains.

LONG SLEEVE
BIG K
Reg. $3.54

NEW YEARS
DAY ONLY

WASHINGTON (UPI) —Dr.
Lee Duttidge, President Nixon's science adviser, says that
It is easier to send a man to
the moon than to clean iso the
nation's polluted water and air.
The reason, Dubridge said
Sunday in a television interview
(Meet the Press —NBC), is
that
manned
moon flights
involve only technology while
elimination
of pollution is
complicated by economic, polldeal and social questions.

Seen&He
Around
Murray

Ladies
BLOUSES

100%Double Knit
Dacron Dresses

COMPLICATED ELIMINATION

REG. 9.44

Three Squirrels yesters
jag one another, ginge
ever, on ice covered i

says that n
Christmas is over, h
see through wallet

Short Sleeve Models in
many shapes, textured
designs and smashing
colors. Sizes

Our Pdow Year's reso
not to make any Ne
resolutions.

7 to

15, 10 to 18, 1416 to

We telt, this opporl
wish Mrs. Gladys Scot
new year.

2216.
A Big Selection
Of Ladies
Blouses In All Styles And
Many Different Color
s.

All prices in this ad good
IN GOOD CONDITION

New Years Day ONLY.

SAIGON (UP1)— U.S. military
commander Gen. Creighton W.
Abrams
remained in good
condition today at a Saigon
hospital where he is being
treated for pleurisy, an inflamation of the lungs.
Abrams entered 3rd Field
Hospital in the capital Sunday.
U.S. spokesmen said Abrams
probably will remain hospitalized until midweek.

WE WILL BE CLOSED

The CAT

SUNDAY
JANUARY 4th

And to Mayor Holmes
many solutions as he
blems in city governns

BIKE

SPECIAL

Pz.
32 .QT. WASTE BASKET

RAIN COATS
tit

-41

9
9
YOUR CHOICE

Lt I
Ij
0,11 -

:pin

3 Horsepower
Briggs & Stratton Engine

-1147:47
BU LAUNDRY BASK

Decorator colors

ONLY 2 IN STOCK

$122.88

Reg. 13.88

..Pick
Up

Gal

RAM HEAVY DUTY 714
"

POWER SAW
MODEL 88

REG. 29.88

g

ONE U"
ONLY

ONLY 4 TO SELL Big K reg. $39.88

$17.44 BICYCLES NEDAYW YEAONLRSY $2500

BigJo. Gives 3
1 3Fli/
i3
m%

FURY PA"

urtN 9a.m. to 9p.m. MONDAY Mu SATURDAY

And to Chief of Polk
Brown for "taking holi
job.
And to Fire Chief Irk
ertson for operating u
ficult conditions.

Film To Be St
At The Univer
Church Of Ch

BY RAM
Bin K REC.,. 19.88

DOANyE ti

00

ONLY #I L

An educational film
"Our Bible: How It (
Us" will be presented
nesd,ay evening. Deces
at the University Cl
Christ, 106 North 1St

By Murray (JET FIRE)

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER

kity

And to
Clerk
Andrus for the orderli
ficient manner in s
conducts the city °Hit

The only time people
bout some of these sy
when -something goes
Itributetoti
Th
tlgti of the city systen

POWER SAW
(Limit Two Gallons

Boy's or Girls 26"

And to Rex Billingto
standout job with the
ion System in spite o
verse situation whic
equipment replacemen
an impossibility. This
has been corrected no

And to Buddy Ferguso
operation of the ela
tem. And to John Tr
his interest, effort an
with the water systen

28 QT WASTEBIN

28 QT. WASTE BASKET

88

The all season all weather
coat features: 55% Fortrel,
45% Cotton, Permanent
Press, Scotch-gard Finish.
Zip-Out Pile Liner. Solid
Colors. Sizes: Petite 5 to
13, Average 8 to 18.

1BU. LAUNDRY BASKET

30 QT. WASTEBIN

And a thank you to W
ran, his crew and his
sor, Jack Bryan, for
tight rein on natural
gulations.

mwas Jr,orie

7.

for INVENTORY
Aa•NNIIIP

Castors
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) — Ian
McShane and Gayle Hunnicutt
will co-star for Commonwealth
United in "Freelance" shooting
on location in London.

A NEW ACT —Paroled fro;01
Attica State Prison, Willie
(The Actor) Sutton. 68, embraces his attorney. Satherinc Bitses. The notoiious
bank robber and escape arts...ist-diadi-apont.-13— years in
prison. (Copyright 1969 by
News syndicate co. Inc

Man's

This film is ached
7:00-8:45 pm. The put
vited to spend the I.
jag of 1989 viewing
informative film as t
pare to Aims Nirst Y
_

ACRES of FREE PARKING

—OPEN SUNDAY-Iis km.
4

•

